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Negotiations 

Amna Akmal, Zaytunah Akmal and Maryam Salman ran up the porch steps to the door, 
back from a trip to the Pallies’ Club. Maryam threw it open—she had a bad habit of 
banging doors instead of quietly opening them. 

“Assalaamu Alaikum,” the three said at once. 

Maryam's older brother, Danyal, looked up from the laptop. 

“Wa alaikum assalaam. What happened?” he asked. 

Amna shook her head disappointedly. “The Pallies' refused to speak. They've been on 
their own under house arrest for three days, and when we come to see what's up they act 
like they're mute. If they promised not to be irritating again, we would just let them go. 
That's what the King said.” 

Amna used the word “Pallies” to refer to the group of six American teens: Millyania 
Phossmalli, Jillson Jac Hammer, Martina Gur Ump, Ramona Vijpayee, Dora Exx 
Plowrer, and Mallaphoss Jingaling. Three days ago they had caused “mischief in the 
city” as the horse riding club manager called it. Actually, they had flown over the city in 
a limousine with their kidnapped victims Maryam and her friend Ra'idah Salahuddin. 
Both had gotten back safely, but not without a little skirmish. 

This incident had been the Pallies’ first public appearance. And talk of their appearance. 
The group caked makeup on their faces 24/7 and wore giant half-sleeved ridiculously 
patterned and colored frocks with out-of-fashion jeweled heelshoes. Not to mention they 
were fabulously rich.    

With them had gone another two Indian teens, older than the Pallies’: Aiswarya Mayank 
and Dimesia Macroni. 

The King in Balad-un-Nur had ordered all eight to be put under house arrest for three 
days as a punishment, and they were also fined. (Except that they never went out 
anyway so putting them under house arrest really didn’t make a difference to them.) 
Other than the recent incident, the Pallies' liked playing pranks on random people just 
sitting at home. They sent spam emails. They would stretch transparent tape in front of 
their house, so if anyone backed their car into the driveway they’d get a good fright. Or if 
someone happened to walk on the footpath in the outside garden they would trip. (There 
was a ‘Stay Away or you’ll Pay’ sign outside, but it was in such fancy writing that the 
average passerby could barely read it.) 

Once they stretched cling wrap in front of their neighbor’s gate, who thought the tire 
had been punctured when their car tore through it. The problem was that they did that 
at 1 or 2 AM when no one was up, and since the pranks were technically harmless they 
were never told off. 

Since when they came from the USA three months ago, they still hadn’t paid the full 
price of the house they bought or the renovations they’d made. Maryam, Amna and 
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Zaytunah had been requested to talk to them and try to make them stop being so 
irritating and unruly and pay the debts, so that everyone could live with some peace of 
mind.  

This had been the girls’ first visit, and since it was unsuccessful, they’d decided to try 
again in two days. 

“They were gobbling Bounty,” Maryam said distastefully. “I don’t know how they like 
it!” 

“You just concentrate on that, don't you?” Danyal said. 

“Yeah, well, maybe Mamoo has some more ideas,” Zaytunah said. Her Mamoo, Maryam 
and Danyal’s father, was one of the King’s advisors. Although he was mostly out of town, 
he was always helpful in matters involving the Pallies’. 

“I bet he does,” Maryam said confidently. “We’ll call him this evening, in sha Allah.” 
 

Mallaphoss slumped back and gave a loud high-pitched groan. “I'm SICK OF BOUNTY!” 
she screamed. 

“The fridge is full,” Dimesia said, her frizzy hair bobbing with every word. She looked out 
of place wearing a jacket and trousers amongst the frocked Pallies’. “It contains 
spaghetti, macaroni, pizza, burgers and fish. There's Kit Kats, Milky Ways, Hershey 
Miniatures, Hershey's Kisses, Mars Bars and Maltesers. The cupboards have noodles, 
Lays chips, uncooked macaroni, cake and biscuits.” 

“That's not enough,” Millyania, the Pallies’ complained, tossing her golden curls. “There 
aren't Lays Herb and Yoghurt, Maggi Noodles flavor Sour Cheese and Fried Tissue, 
Hershey Peppermint and Burned Cardboard Choc or M&Ms flavor Muddy Shoes and 
Torn Fishnet.” She scrunched up her makeupped face. 

“Those are all disgusting!” Jillson yelled. Jillson was six and a half feet all and half as 
wide, did fifty hand-stands and used the exercise machine for three hours each day, and 
played the role of the strong-woman of the Pallies. “I hate them!” 

 Milly was too tired to argue. “I'm going to sleep.” 

 
“Mart, Rammo and Dor are already sleeping,” Jillson said. “I think I will too.” 

“Time for my puja,” Aiswarya, the total opposite of Jillson – short and fat – said. 

“I'm going in the spare room.” 

Jillson and Milly shrugged and headed for their private lift. Mallaphoss and Dimesia 
followed them. “We're going to sleep too.” 

Aiswarya went into the spare room. She was a seriously devoted Hindu and did her puja 
every four days. “I do so hate the Pallies! I wish we weren't forced to live with them,” She 
muttered to herself as she took out her candles. “We came here to do something against 
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them! And now we're under this rotten house arrest. If we try to run, we're sure to be 
arrested by the police.” 

After lighting the candles and placing them on the glass shelf, she took out a small 
plastic cow. She put them between the candles, then sat down on the floor with her eyes 
closed and her hands clasped and began to chant. 

“Namo amita bhaa, namo amito bhey, namo amita bhooo…..Iamanutti phooool.…… om 

bhur bhuva svaaaa …. Dhiyo yo naha prachodayaaaaaat….iamanutti 

phoool…...dvadasharnoo mahamantrah pradhano vaishnavagaaaaaaame ........ " 

After chanting like that for twenty minutes, Aiswarya's eyes were drooping and her head 
slumped forward. In a further five minutes she was snoring on the floor; she hadn't slept 
properly the previous night and was used to sleeping fourteen hours a day. 

An hour and a half passed. Aiswarya woke to the sound of Sweety Pie, Millyania's 
poodle, barking insistently. She sat up—and her eyes nearly popped. 

Sweety Pie was jumping around and yelping. The hair on her tail was black. The candles 
had shortened by a half and the glass shelf was covered with puddles of melted wax. The 
plastic cow had completely melted into a puddle of brown. Sweety Pie, apparently, had 
burned her tail fur and was shocked to see her tail black instead of pink. Aiswarya 
immediately blew out the candles, or what remained of them. Milly would be furious 
when she saw! She could kick her out! Then she'd be in jail! 

Aiswarya's mind raced. She could hide in the SUV. She could run away. No, she would 
definitely be caught by the police. She was limited to the gate. Or she could clean the 
mess up and dye Sweety Pie pink again. 

She was never to know that some of her own hair was burnt. 

She knew the Pallies' wouldn't wake up for another hour, as they usually slept for three 
hours at a time—luckily she’d noted that. She rushed upstairs to Dora's room; if she took 
a couple of things Dora surely wouldn't notice, for the floor was covered with a foot-high 
store of makeup. 

Fortunately, nobody was sleeping there. Thinking swiftly, Aiswarya grabbed a pink 
bottle of lip gloss, a jar of makeup remover and some makeup wipes. Then she hurried 
downstairs—but not before peeking into the other two bedrooms. All seven teenagers 
were snoring loudly. 

Aiswarya went into the kitchen and took a bowl from the shelf. She emptied in the shiny 
pink lip gloss, added some water and mixed it with a spoon. Then she added some flour—
hopefully it would become a dye. She beat it well until it was thick. 

She chucked some dog food into one of Sweety Pie's ten plates, put it in front of the dog 
and rubbed the dye into Sweety Pie's tail as well as she could as she ate. The color was a 
little different from the rest of her, but hopefully Milly wouldn't notice. 

Aiswarya got on her knees and wiped up the dye that had dripped down. She threw the 
gloss bottle away, covered it with the trash in the dustbin, washed the bowl and spoon 
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and put the flour back in its place. It would also be a good prank, Aiswarya thought. 

After that, she went into her room and poured makeup remover on the melted wax and 
plastic and started scrubbing with the wipes. 

It didn't go very well. The wax and plastic refused to budge. 

So she went and took a knife from the kitchen, then used it to scrape it off. After pouring 
more remover and scrubbing more with wipes, it got off. She was in too much of a hurry 
to notice scratches on the glass. 

Satisfied, Aiswarya made sure to leave no trace of her work. Millyania came down the 
stairs ten minutes later, while Aiswarya was working on her laptop. 

 

Next day, before noon. 

Zaytunah sat down on the couch. “So, what's the plan for today? Anything special?” 

“Baba asked the King what to do,” Amna said, sitting down next to her. “He said we 
could go again today.” 

“Yass! When?” Maryam cried. 

“Anytime we want. Baba and Mama said so.” 

“Great!” Maryam shouted, leaping up and bounding over to the stairs. She yelled a 
message up the stairs about them leaving and then flew out the door. 

Her cousins exchanged smiles. Maryam always got too excited! 

Ten minutes later, Zaytunah closed the gate behind them as they 
left for the Pallies’ house on their horses. 

 
A path through the woods at the end of the girls’ lane led directly into the Pallies' street. 
It took only five minutes at a fast trot to get there. When the three girls reached, they 
looped their horses' reins around a metal pole in the garden of their friend Ra’idah 
Salahuddin’s house, which was just across from the Pallies’. They loosened the saddles’ 
girths and the bridles’ nosebands. 

Maryam took a pocket cutter out of her pocket and slashed the usual tape stretched 
across the driveway. Then, without ringing the bell, they opened the gate and went in. 
Maryam had to cut several lengths of tape and sheets of cling wrap, muttering “what a 
waste.” 

She rapped on the door loudly several times, but no one opened it. The three girls 
knocked on the back door, on the windows and Maryam even went out and rang the 
bell. 

After fifteen minutes of knocking, Maryam said loudly, “Let’s just go in.” 
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Just then the door opened wide, as did Millyania Phossmalli’s mouth, who was about to 
sing “Hallooooooo!” but thought better of it when she saw the three faces staring at her. 

“What are you doing here?” she demanded. 

“We’re here for some more negotiations,” Amna said testily, “and you might like to 
remember that you’re under house arrest and we are your arresters, so you’ll have to 
obey us.” 

That got the Pallies' herded into the living room. Amna took a piece of paper out of her 
pocket and put the plan they’d made last night into action. 

“Ahem! Okay. So, Pallies', we are presenting to you the terms of our agreement. If you 
agree not to cause mischief in the land and to not annoy other citizens, we will happily 
allow you to go out and shall treat you like any other civilized civilians—” here Maryam 
giggled—“and if you agree to these simple, humane terms, you are free to go where you 
wish. But if you do not, you shall be either under house arrest until you do so, or you 
may travel to another country and only come back if you agree to the terms. You may 
also recall that you arrived from the USA three months ago; at that time you bought 
this house and renovated it. That cost you about four crore rupees altogether. And 
you’ve only paid ten thousand!” 

“Actually, the exact price of the house was 36,114,375,” Maryam added helpfully. 

“Huh! Let's think about it,” Jillson said, poking Millyania, which felt to Millyania as if 
a stake had been driven through her side. 
  
“Here I’ll give you a little personal suggestion,” Zaytunah said. “Look, you guys look like 
fools and toddlers in those frocks. When you go out, why don’t you wear something more 
decent and respectable? Everyone will think you’re not stupid and be much more nicer to 
you.” 

 “You mean those ay-bayays those oppressed Mozzlem women wear?” Ramona 
exclaimed. 

“Hahaha! Imagine Jillson wearing an abaya, Amna!” Maryam shouted. “Hahaha! No! 
Er, I mean of course if you want, that will be great (and by the way, Muslim women 
who wear an abaya are not oppressed); but maybe something like shalwar kameez or 
some long shirt or—whatever, just something which is not an—ahem—frock. Winter 
is just around the corner, too. Cold winds are blowing already and in the night you 
have to bundle up. Look, we don’t want to force you but each country has its laws, and 
the laws are, well, the laws.” 

“Hah!” Martina snapped. “We'll think about it!” 

“But we didn't do anything like that,” Dimesia pointed out. “Me and Aiswarya never 
wore the kind of frocks Milly and her peeps do. All we did was bump into them, 
literally.” 

“Yeah!” Aiswarya chorused loudly. 
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“They have a point,” Zaytunah said, looking at Maryam and Amna. 

“Yeah,” Amna said. “We'll ask Baba.” 

“OK, think about it, and remember that we'll be along tomorrow to see what you've 
decided. We had decent progress today, AlhamduliAllah. Aiswarya and Dimesia, I think 
you’ll want to pack your bags.” Maryam headed for the door. Amna and Zaytunah 
followed. The Pallies' heard their footsteps fading as they went out. 

“Bad—bye!” Maryam shouted over her shoulder before closing the door. 
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That evening…. 

Jefferson Jac Hammer stood by the window and looked out. 

He had rented a room on the first floor in a luxury hotel called Silver Oaks. It was a 
stupid name, he thought—there wasn't any silver or oak, let alone a silver oak around 
here. But it was a nice place—a market a short stroll away with an awesome restaurant 
“Red Apple”, a great bakery “Tehzeeb”, a pizza place called “Dominos” and a big 
roundabout in view with fountains and grass and trees and flowers. And in the distance 
of a ten-minute jog, there was the fourth gate of the massive F-9 Park. It was nice in this 
place. Jefferson never noticed how everybody had stared at him when he went out, or 
how the receptionist’s jaw had dropped when he booked his stay, or how the staff 
looked nervously at him out of the corners of their eyes and always edged away, eyeing 
his huge arms, giant height and massive square jaw. 

As Jefferson watched a boy on a bike appear from the direction of the market, he 
wondered why he was here in the first place. Ah, yes, now he remembered. He was going 
to persuade Jillson to come along with him. Good thing he was eighteen. He had been 
old enough to be on his own for two years. 

He had yet to visit the Pallies' Club. He was reluctant, though, because he knew he'd be 
unwelcome. 

The boy on the bike stopped by the gate of Silver Oaks. A man in a guard uniform asked 
him something, in answer to which the boy gestured and spoke impatiently. 

The guard stepped aside, but got the boy off his bike first. Jefferson wondered why he 
was coming in. Surely he lived in these parts; he looked hardly fourteen. And familiar... 

Downstairs, the boy walked into the reception. “Assalaamu Alaikum,” he greeted the 
man behind the desk. 

“Wa Alaikum Assalaam,” he replied gruffly. “You aren't here to rent a room, are you, 
lad? Seems you’re from these parts of the city.” 

“Of course not. My name's Danyal Salman, I am from this city and I'm here to ask if a 
big, muscle-y, orange-haired American teenager named Jefferson Jac Hammer has been 
here….?” 

“How could I forget that kind of a lad?” the man said with a snort. “He's rented a room 
over here. Why?” 

“Did he say how long he'd be here?” Danyal asked. 

“No. What's your business knowing that??” 

“Oh, er ... nothing. He's a….acquaintance of my…uncle's.” This was, technically, true. His 
Mamoo was acquainted with Jefferson quite well. 

The man shrugged. “Well, anyway, now scat! Having people around who aren’t buying 
gives a bad reputation. “ 
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“Allah Hafiz,” Danyal said hastily, and hurried out. 

“Weird kinda kid,” the man thought. 

“I wonder where Danyal is. I’m itching to know about Jefferson.” 

Maryam brushed the last bit of grass off her horse Ladley's back. “Now I do hope she 
won't go rolling around for a while,” she said. 

“Probably she will,” Amna said teasingly. “You can never stop her.” 

“I know.” Maryam shrugged. “Now we should go in.” 

Just then they heard the gate clang open. Danyal came in on his bike. 

“Was Jefferson there?” the three girls shouted in unison. 

“You bet he was.” Danyal kicked down the stand of the bicycle and stood it against the 
wall. “He isn't teamed up with the Pallies', apparently, but I wonder why he's here.” 

“He was trying to convince Jillson to team up with him in the horse show last week,” 
Maryam said. 

“He's staying here just to get Jillson to go along with him, which she probably never will, 
while she's under house arrest and he's not in school and America?” Zaytunah said. 
“Come on, that's impossible.” 

“Maybe he hates school,” Maryam suggested. “Maybe he's mad at all his friends. Maybe 
he's so broke he can't go back. Or maybe—” 

“Oh, seriously!” Danyal exclaimed. “You said you only wanted to know if he was there or 
not and now you're going to make me conduct a whole investigation. Sorry, but now I'm 
going to get the bat for cricket. Ali and the others are going to be free this afternoon.” He 
ran inside. 

 

The next afternoon… 

Aiswarya opened one eye sleepily. She heard Millyania's voice float down the stairs. 

“Sweeeeety Paaaaaeeee!” Milly called. 

Aiswarya leapt up. She had just had a terrible dream in which Milly had found the 
melted wax and plastic and Sweety Pie's burnt tail. The Pallies' had beaten Aiswarya 
with a fork in the bowl she had made the pink dye in, and Aiswarya had then been 
thrown into a tree. She had felt horrible. 

Thankfully, in reality, the table was clean and shiny. 
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“Hey, I was thinking what that Mary-em gang said,” Jillson said. “And it's not a bad 
deal—” 

“WHAT?!” Millyania roared. “You dumb fool—” 

“No frocks?” Dora yelled. “You gone crazy!” “No 

prank-playing? Are you mad?” Ramona cried. 

“I am not following their dumb orders,” Martina snapped. 

“Seriously?” Mallaphoss asked. 

“No!” Jillson exclaimed. “About going to another country…..” 

“Ameri-ca! Ameri-ca! Ameri-ca!” all of the Pallies' chanted. “We'll go to Ameri-ca! 
Ameri-ca! Ameri-ca!” 

“Ameri-ca! Land of the freeeeee!”  Jillson sang, inwardly recalling the days when she 
and Jefferson used to play rock music versions of the American anthem on the Fourth of 
July and make dumbbell pyramids and paint them with stars and stripes. 

“Let’s book a ticket!” Martina cried. 

Mallaphoss sat down in front of their laptop and opened the PIA website. “Here’s a flight 
for next week. Six seats left. C’mon, Milly, shall I?” 

“Wait,” Milly said, hopping around in excitement. “We need the cheapest one.” 

“Here’s the cheapest one,” Ramona said, leaning over Mallaphoss to get her five-inch 
nails on the keyboard. “Leaving in….huh? Wait, it’s September.,...and….this flight is 
leaving in…March 2020!” 

“WhAt?” Milly snapped. “That’s extremely far away! We need to leave before the 14th!” 

The door swung open suddenly and everybody froze. The very Mary-em gang Jillson had 
been talking about came in. 

“Not 14th,” Maryam said with a smirk. “That’s not the right deadline.” 

“Why not?” Jillson challenged. 

“You won't be going at all.” 

“WHY NOT?” Millyania shouted at the top of her lungs. 

“The ticket for all of you will get your money down to below 4 million U.S dollars,” 
Maryam said smugly. “And then you'll have to find a job there, which will be a rotten 
shot, 'cause you all are useless. You will not get a deal of 2000 rs or 14 dollars for 2 
pizzas and cold drink and sides and delivery—a single pizza over there will cost 13 
dollars alone, if you buy a large one.” 
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Come on, that argument’s a bit senseless, Amna thought. 

 “Just one pizza. That's only enough for me!” Jillson moaned.  

“Below 4 million! No!” Millyania complained. 
 
OK, maybe it worked, Amna thought. 

“Well, can we get out of this house now?” Dimesia and Aiswarya said together, speaking 
for the first time. 

Zaytunah said that fateful word that sent the two teens running. 

“Yes.” 
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What was decided 
“Yeee-ha!” Dimesia yelled. She raced upstairs, grabbed her backpack and sprinted back 
down. Aiswarya was throwing everything on her bed into her suitcase. 

“I'm starting the car!” Dimesia shouted and, leaving the door open, ran to the small 
lime-green Foxy standing next to the Pallies' large limo and SUV. She started it and had 
reversed by the time Aiswarya came out, huffing and puffing under the weight of herself 
and her suitcase. 

“Hurry UP!” Dimesia shouted. 

“For KFC's sake, I'm 120 kgs!”  Aiswarya shouted back. “I can't run as fast as a skinny- 
stick like you!” 

Dimesia shook her frizzy head impatiently. Aiswarya got into the car a little later; the 
engine revved and the car's bumper banged into the gate. 

“Oops,” Dimesia muttered. “Forgot to open the gate.” 

“YOU!” Millyania shrieked. She was standing on one of the balconies upstairs and had 
seen everything. “YOU DENTED MY BEAUTIFUL, FAKE-GOLD GATE!” 

“But gold isn't shiny green!” Aiswarya grumbled. 

Dimesia jumped out, threw the gate open and scrambled into the car. “Off and away!” 
she hissed. With good reason—Millyania was running onto the porch, shouting and 
shaking her fist. But the small car had already reached the end of the street and the start 
of the main road, weaving through the traffic with trails of the tape Maryam had cut 
flying out from its tires. Aiswarya was impressed by her younger comrade's expertise at 
driving. 

Suddenly Dimesia turned the car off the road and slammed on the brakes. Aiswarya fell 
forward. 

“Sorry, sorry,” Dimesia said hastily, “but where are we going anyway?” 

“What do you mean?” Aiswarya asked. “Just yesterday we agreed that if we get to go, 
we're going straight to KFC.” 

“There is no KFC around here, Ais,” Dimesia retorted. 

“What?” Aiswarya cried. “But why?” 

“How do I know?” Dimesia snapped. “There is something called Red Apple with 
burgers, shakes, fries, that kind of thing.” 

“Okay, head to Red Apple then. We'll discuss our next move there.” 

“Yeah,” Dimesia said. “And actually do what we’re here for!” 
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Back at the Pallies', Maryam shoved Millyania back into the house, shut the door and 
turned the lock. “Negotiations,” she reminded the older girl. 

“Negotiations,” Martina mimicked from the stairs. “They’re holding them in your 
bedroom, Boss.” 

“Come along.” Maryam herded the two and Mallaphoss, who had emerged from the 
kitchen, up the stairs. The rest of the three members were sitting on Milly's bed with 
sullen faces. 

“Have you made any decision yet?'' Amna asked sharply. 

“No,” Jillson said. 

“Well, you have fifteen minutes to make it, then,” Zaytunah said. “Or do you want us to 
come back tomorrow? Or do you want half an hour?” 

“Half an hour,” Milly said. 

“What are we going to do for 1,800 seconds?”  Maryam hissed. 

“We can go over to Ra'idah's,” Amna suggested. 

“Can you make it fifteen minutes?” Zaytunah asked Millyania hastily. 

“We'll take as long as we want,” Martina said with a chuckle which sounded like a 
croak. 

“Hey, come here, guys,” Amna called from the doorway. “I want to show you 
something.” 

Maryam and Zaytunah went out and the Pallies' huddled together and started 
whispering. “What do you think? We eat pizza every other day here—we can't afford 13 
dollars on one pizza all the time!” 

“Yeah, the best deals are at Domino's over here—more rupees, less dollars.” 

“I say we go to India. How 'bout that?” 

“Think about staying here and complying with the rules. How 'bout that?” 

“No no no no, no way. How about….how about London? France? Switzerland?” 

“Hawaii?” 

“How about somewhere just across the border?” 

“Or on the border?” 

“Just inside the country?” 
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“We can stay here and get the Mery-am gang to do our stuff for us,” Jillson argued. 

“Not a bad idea.” 

“We can just go to India on Ais's private copter.” 

“Won't cost us a penny.” 

“The idiot left it here.” 

“Diego’s our man.” 

“Uh-uh, I never trusted the guy. Never trust a person named after a cartoon. *Snicker* 
No offense, Dor.” 

“Be quiet, Mart. Dora the Explorer is the best person I could be named after.” 

“Shaddap, all of you. We'll get Crazy Contraps to make us a dollar-printing machine.” 

“And pay them with fake dollars made from that machine--*snigger*--they won't 
suspect a thing!” 

“OK, decision made!” 

 

 
What Amna wanted to show them was Sweety Pie, who was rolling around on the floor. 
A few of her tail hairs were black and tiny bits of pink flakes were on the marble tiles. 

“Well, what do you know? The dye's getting off. I thought it was permanent,” Maryam 
exclaimed. 

“No,” Amna said. “Dyes don't get off until you wash them.” 

“Maybe the floor was wet, then,” Maryam said. 

“No! I think Aiswarya did something. Because I saw her looking jumpy when she saw 
Sweety Pie, and looking carefully at her tail, and also, there are some pink drops on the 
kitchen counter. Also, I’m pretty sure Aiswarya’s hair was looking a bit singed—” 

Just then Millyania yelled from the room. “We're DONE!” 

“Great!” Maryam shouted back. “You're going to go below $4 million, then?” 

“No!” Jillson called. “But we are going to India! So shut up and run back home, 
squirts!” 

“She can't fit in the biggest suitcase in the world,” Amna whispered. “So they can’t 
smuggle themselves out. They could be using another mode of transportation.” 

“Yeah, like a private jet,” Maryam said without knowing they were going to do exactly 
that. “OK, bye! Cya!” 
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Aiswarya plopped down onto one of the two chairs behind a small table in the corner of 
the restaurant, Red Apple. The chair's legs cracked. 

The dining room was on the second floor and the wall which was overlooking the street 
was made entirely of polished glass. The other people in the room could not help staring 
with open mouths at Aiswarya, but she didn't seem to notice. 

“Would she weigh 100 kg, mama?” a little kid whispered. 

Meanwhile Dimesia was flipping through the menu. “Great things here.” 

“I want three chicken burgers and two fish ones,” Aiswarya said. 

Dimesia waved to a waiter and placed their order. As the waiter walked off, Aiswarya 
gasped. 

“What?” Dimesia asked. 

“Look! That's Jillson's bro, Jefferson!” Aiswarya was almost shouting. “He's here! We 
can make an alliance!” 

“You idiot, the whole restaurant is looking at us. Why do you want an alliance?” 

“Look. I was thinking about it. We don't have enough money to stay somewhere great. 
Jefferson is kinda stupid. We can make an alliance and get something good, while at the 
same time spy on the Pallies' and wreak havoc…..we came here to split them….and 
Jefferson is the perfect tool.” 

“Ais-war-ya! Can't you talk sense? Jefferson doesn't have a penny. Look at that hair— 
goodness, he looks worse than a hedgehog. Who does that fool think he is? The way he 
swaggers, good Lord – and what on earth is that sign on his shirt? Watch himself give 
his order there – what is he scrunching up his face for at the waiter? Does he see 
himself as some kind of superhuman? And anyway, you're dumber than him. What for, 
huh? All we came here for was to take some revenge. And the Maryam gang, they 
wasted a lot of time on those negotiations. Now all I want is some ice cream and SOME 
REAL WORK!” 

“Dim,” Aiswarya hissed. “Jefferson saw us. He’s coming here.” 

“He's not as dumb as you. He's probably just leaving the restaurant.” 

Dimesia was right—sort of. Jefferson stopped at their table and looked expectantly at 
them. “Did Jillson escape from jail?” he asked. 

Dimesia kick-started her lecture. “You're dumber than a dumpling. She couldn't escape 
from jail if she was never there. She was under house arrest, and the Maryam gang's 
been negotiating. And I sure hope that's the last we'll ever see of her.” 

Jefferson's face fell. “Oh.” He walked off. 
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Dimesia stuck out her tongue. “See?” Then her expression changed into a thoughtful 
one. “Actually, you’re kind of right. We can use him, but not the way you think. You 
know…that way?” Dimesia pronounced the last two words slowly. 

“Well—” Aiswarya stopped as a waiter placed their order on the table. She immediately 
popped two burgers into her mouth and drained the cold drink bottle before Dimesia 
could even reach for her food. 

Dimesia could only goggle at her chomping skills. 
 

Martina sighed grumpily for the fifth time. 

“Wassup, Mart? You missing Ais and Dim?” Mallaphoss jeered. 

“No,” Martina shot back. “I'm sick of being cooped up here, that's all!” 

“Me too,” Mallaphoss confided. “I'm sick of not being able to play any pranks.” 

“If it wasn't for Milly we'd be out,” Martina grumbled. 

“What's that?”  Millyania growled from behind them, making the two jump. “Rebel talk? 
Should I take your $1000 today, then?” 

“No! No! Of course not, Boss! I'm not talking rebel! I…just said that, if it wasn't for, uh, 
the Meryam gang we wouldn't be cooped up,” Martina said quickly. 

“It's payday? Really?” Mallaphoss asked innocently. 

“Of course. If we're leaving for India, we'll want to have money, won't we?” 

The other two nodded vigorously, even though they didn’t see what sense that reason 
made. 

Jillson, Dora and Ramona came in. “Alright, guys! When're we leaving?” Dora cried. “I 
can't wait to see Meryam's face when I march out with all my makeup in five suitcases!” 

“And Aemnae's when I get the Nobel Prize for the best English professor in the 
world!” Ramona crowed. 

“And—” Jillson could only pick the last one—“that dumb Zeaetunaeh's when I lift up her 
house and dump it in the Burmeda Pineapple!” 

“Bermuda TRIANGLE,” Ramona corrected. 

“We are leaving THIS NIGHT! Has everybody packed?” Millyania barked. 

Everybody scurried to their rooms. 

“Remember we can take everything! Sofas, beds, makeup, drawers, tables, chairs—take 
'em all!” 
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“Going in the limo to the airport?” Mallaphoss asked. “Everything won’t fit in that. Or 
both the cars. Hey, are we taking the cars?” 

“Hey!” Jillson cried. “The limousine flies too!” 

“I’ve called Diego, with the copter. We’ll ask him how much we can take, how long it’ll 
take us, what vehicles we should use etc etc.” Milly said. 

“Will the copter come here?” 

“Yes, it will,” Milly said irritably. “Scoot along now.” 

“Yes, boss.” 

“Where will we go?” Jillson asked Milly pointedly. 

“Hotel room until we find a good place.” 

“Really?” 

“YES. And I’ve ordered the dollar-printing machine. Now for heaven’s sake go and 
pack.” 

That night, as the Pallies’ pink grandfather clock chimed nine times from Jillson’s arms, 
a helicopter landed on their front lawn. 

The Pallies’ struggled out of the house under the weight of their luggage, taking small, 
awkward steps inside their huge coats and padded heelshoes. 

The pilot got out. He seemed to be a massive bundle of jackets and was seven feet tall . 
He had a baseball cap pulled low, and a muffler wrapped around his face. His icy blue 
eyes stared at them blankly. 

“How much can we take from this stuff?” Milly barked, gesturing to the huge pile of it. 

“Yo, just in this helicopter??” 

“No, in our special flying limousine and this copter. We’ll go to India.” 

“India?” the pilot half-yelled. “Yo, you can’t go to India in a copter and a supposedly 
flying limousine!!” 

“What? What do you mean?” 

“There isn’t enough fuel, and helicopters aren’t made to fly around half the world, yo!” 

Ramona interrupted him indignantly. “India is right next door!” But the pilot didn’t stop 
talking in his muffled voice. “Why do you want to go to India on a helicopter, anyway?! 
Why aren’t you going on a commercial flight, yo?” 

Millyania looked around and lowered her voice. “Well—you know, we’re the Pallies’ and 
we’re going into exile!” 

The pilot looked so shocked that his muffler dropped. 
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The Pallies’ realized he wasn’t the pilot at all. 

Jillson let out a long loud shriek of horror and anger. 
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Departure 
Maryam and her cousins were carrying the dinner dishes into the kitchen when they 
were stopped in their tracks by a horrendous shriek echoing from the side of the forest. 
It was like somebody was screaming into a loudspeaker. 

“What—was—that?” Zaytunah stammered. 

“Who—was—that?” Amna corrected. 

“Why—was—that?” Maryam asked nobody in particular. 

“Pallies?” Zaytunah guessed. 

“I don’t think anybody from them sounds like that. This sounded high-pitched but deep 
at the same time,” Maryam said. 
 
“That doesn’t make any sense,” Amna said. “High-pitched and deep are antonyms.” 

“Not deep. Like, older. Not squeaky or scared. The Pallies’ scream only when they’re 
scared.” 

“C’mon, it’s not like the Pallies’ are the only human beings on earth that scream,” Amna 
said. 

“You know, I wonder where Dimesia and Aiswarya are,” Zaytunah mused as they began 
washing the dishes. 

“Probably sightseeing,” Maryam said. “I wonder why they came here.” 

“Whaddaya mean, ‘came here’?” Amna exclaimed. “I thought they lived here!” 

“Err…..well I assumed they were from India, cause they both look Indian and stuff, and I 
heard Aiswarya muttering something about Milly and ‘jyada bhedabhav’…” Maryam 
admitted. 

“Oh, yaar, come on. Why do we care?” 
 

Dimesia stared at the single small room in Silver Oaks. 

“This is what we’re going to stay in?” 

“Of course!” Aiswarya said cheerfully. “I ordered three pizzas. This place is great—three 
places to eat a short stroll down the street.” 

“Yeah, but I’m talking about this room. It’s just a little closet.” 

“No, it isn’t. There’s a double bed, a bedside table, an eating table with two chairs, and a 
couch. Oh, it may be a bit cramped. But what more do you want, when there’s free wi-fi 
and a 40-inch TV?” 
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“Nothing,” Dimesia cried happily. “Switch it on.” 

The channel was Geo News Live. A reporter was standing in front of the Pallies’ street 
and talking excitedly. 

“A helicopter has been reported to be seen landing in house #86, Street 18, ten minutes 
ago! The house has been identified as the clubhouse of The Pallies’ Club, a group of 
mischievous citizens that have been allowed to go to India as a punishment for their 
incessant pranks, irritation and indecency, just today! Not only that, a loud scream has 
also just resounded through the whole of Islamabad! The police are going to investigate 
as the helicopter is unidentified and private helicopters are not allowed in houses 
without permission or license.” 

He froze when the sound of helicopter rotors whirring resounded from the street. A 
moment later, he started off, more agitated and excited. “Yes, yes, that’s it!” 

His voice was drowned out by loud police sirens blaring. Cars with red-and-blue lights 
flashing sped past behind him into the street. 

Dimesia let out a deep breath. “Whew! We got outta there just in time, or we would’ve 
been arrested with them!” 

The reporter caught some unseen signal, presumably from the cameraman. “OK, let’s 
move further into the street. We may be able to interview these infamous Pallies!” 

The camera bobbed as it followed the reporter into the dimly-lit lane. He came to a stop 
next to the Pallies’ house. “The police have brought lady staff—they’re going in. The 
driver has requested us to wait.” 

 

A few minutes earlier 

Jillson only had to see the strand of orange hair and all of her inner vocal cord strength 
let loose. 

“AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAHHH!” she yelled. 

Dora jumped like a frightened rabbit. “That’s Jeffy! It’s Jeffy, right? Right, Jilly? Right? 
Tell me I’m right!” 

“Of course it’s that fool!” Jillson roared. Millyania kicked her—but instead of Jillson 
even twitching, Milly bounced off, holding her heel shoe. 

“You fool! The whole of Izzlamabad has heard your scream! Don’t you have any sense 
with all that buff?” Milly spat. 

“Oops. Sorry, Boss,” Jillson mumbled. 

“You should be sorry!” 
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“Well, what about Jeffo?” Ramona asked. Her voice had gone all jittery. With good 
reason – Jefferson’s square jaw was hanging open, his teeth lit in a strange way and the 
stench from his mouth was overpowering. 

Jillson started lecturing. “Jefferson Dufferson, what are you doing here? When I told 
you to get lost I meant it. Why have you come in the helicopter? You don’t know a 
control board from a game console. You could have crashed into us!” 

“Slow down, yo!” Jefferson was getting a bit angry. “I didn’t fly it here! The pilot came 
along and told me Dad sent him to take me back home!” 

“Of kaurse,” a voice drawled. “Dat’s wat I told de laddie. I desaided ta run dis errand 
farst.” 

“Lookie who’s here,” Martina grumbled loudly. “The mad pilot Diego.” 

“Mad?” Dora asked. “It’s not Mad Pilot Diego. It’s Go Diego Go!” 

“Now, down to business,” Millyania snapped. “You, Jeffer, my sonny—you’re an idiot, 
not able to compete with us geniuses, so you’d better get aside. Look here, Diego. Tell us 
what we can take.” 

“Ya cannae take any of zat staff in a halicaptar,” Diego drawled. “Nah, nah, nat in y’all’s 
styapid flayin’ limazeen, eeder—dat poor ting cannae even carry y’all fat keeds eezily, le’ 
alone all zat fansy farnichare. Y’all gatta jus’ get yar sootkases and ge’ gaing, leeve all zat 
in de hoos. An’ now kum aloong ya critters, de polees ganna be ‘ere any minate.” 

He was right. Police sirens were blaring in the distance, coming closer by the 
second. Jillson wasted no time. Barking “Jeff! Pick up those suitcases and put them in 
the helicopter!” she scooped ten of them up and put them in the limousine. 

Milly started passing orders. “Diego! Start the copter! Jill and Jeff in the helicopter. Me, 
Ramo, Dor, Mall and Mart’re gonna be in the limousine. Now quick march!” 

Little did she remember that she hadn’t planned to go in the helicopter or the limousine. 

Everyone went about with their given tasks. 

“But—my dresser!” Dora cried, even as she jumped into the limo. 

“Shut up!” 

Both aircraft lifted into the air. The limousine’s wings broke a mirror from the pile of 
abandoned furniture. The police just missed grabbing the helicopter’s skids. 

“Yah!” Millyania yapped. “Get lost, fools!” 

Mallaphoss’s iPhone X rang. “It’s Jill,” she said, picking the call and putting on the 
speakerphone. Jillson’s voice came through. “Malla. Lemme talk to Mill.” 

“Yessirreeboss, speaker on.” 
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“Mine is too.” 

“Wassup, Jill?” Milly sang. 

“Diego’s saying it will take four hours to get to New Delhi.” 

“So?” 

“Does the limo have spare fuel?” Jillson demanded. 

“Forty cans.” 

“Okay.” 

“Bye.” 

“Bye.” 

 

 
In the helicopter, Jefferson folded his arms and stared at his sister. He had rehearsed 
the words for two days. He was going to convince her. Good thing only the pilot Diego 
was with them. He couldn’t have spoken two letters if Milly had been there—she would 
have driven him crazy. 

“Yo, Jillson,” he snapped. 

“What?” Jillson stuck out her tongue. 

“It’s about time you leave this stupid girly club of yours and all this makeup and frocks 
business, yo! I want you to come back to America and, yo, we’ll be like we were before all 
this rubbish.” 

“Oh, and I want to be a spaceship,” Jillson shot back. 

“Yo, that’s such a STUPID joke! Just because of those idiots, your brain has gone loose.” 

“Oh, c’mon, noodlehead. Your brain’s gone loose from that rock music.” 

In response Jefferson tapped the screen of his phone and the exact rock music version of 
the American anthem that Jillson had been remembering started blaring. 

“Ooh! Ow! Stop it! That’s too loud! Eek! Ow!” Jillson yelled. “Ow! LOWER THE 
VOLUME, YOU SCATTERBRAIN!” Diego said something but couldn’t be heard over the 
din. 

Jefferson took it down a notch. “Look at what those crazy girls have done to you. Before 
this used to be normal for you. We could do this again, yo!” 

“As if I want to!” 

Jefferson’s eyes narrowed. Jillson set her jaw. 
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“Alright, yo! What’s the POINT, anyway? What did we fight over in the first place?” 
Jefferson nearly cried out in despair. 

“You, traitor, quisling, turncoat, back-stabber, defector, renegade, Jeffersony the 
phony…” Jillson clenched her fists, her face turning a shade of angry purple. Secretly she 
was glad that in one of Ramona’s daily English classes that day, they had learned the 
definition of traitor and several of its synonyms. 

Diego broke in. “’Aye, kiddas, ya gatta get sam slepp, we gonna be here far a lang taim, 
an' I ain’t no way dealin’ with som kranky keeds who ain’t gotten no sleep an’ are 
fayten.” 

“Oh, sure. Where do we sleep, huh?” Jillson snapped, her cheeks deflating like a balloon. 

“Over dere, dis a luxury helekopter, dose seets over dere, dey real soft, an’ ya fatto 
kidders gatta fit dere, now horry.” 

Grumbling, Jefferson went there, thinking of better arguments. 

But Jillson stood her ground. “You can’t boss me around!” 

Diego whipped out a small revolver and glared at her. Jillson squealed and jumped onto 
the seat and snapped into a lying position, which looked quite odd indeed for her buff 
figure. Neither stupid teen gave a second thought to what the revolver could mean. 

The soundproof helicopter swung lightly like a cot and lulled brother and sister to sleep. 

Diego’s face was illuminated from beneath by the small screens, outlining his pointy 
nose and bony cheeks, displaying an array of scars that he had amassed over the years 
while working as an undercover agent for several different companies. 

He allowed himself an evil smile. 

Sinstro will be happy. 
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Something Ominous 
Sinstro’s deputy came in. “Report from the pilot, m’lord.” 

“What is it?” Sinstro asked. 

“He says he has two candidates who are exactly the type we like. But he is demanding 
extra money.” 

“We have a printer. No money is used. Tell him to bring them to Rendezvous One.” 

His deputy bowed. “As you wish, m’lord.” 

The residents of Chandigarh, India were witnessing a quite bizarre spectacle. A few 
minutes earlier, they had seen a plane fly over which was not an unusual sight, but after 
that a helicopter came by. It was going in a most strange path – zigzagging, twisting, 
circling and whirling all very fast. On top of that, a very strange aircraft – a big rectangle 
with wings, all colored pink – seemed to try and follow the helicopter but was hopelessly 
failing. The two were still in sight of each other though and as the helicopter zigzagged 
quickly away, the other craft followed clumsily. 

Police were notified but both craft were out of their reach. The pink one, identified as a 
flying limousine, had a big card on the back which read VIP PRIVATE PROPERTY. GO 
AWAY EVERYONE, WE’RE ESCORTING MODI ON A SECRET MISSION! BE QUIET 
POLICE! 

The policeman who saw that was quite a dumb fellow, and he believed that and told the 
citizens and his comrades a tall tale that he made up which they, naturally, also believed. 

In the limousine Millyania Phosmalli was pretty worried. “What’s that fool trying to do?” 

“Boss, I think he’s trying to not get in view of the citizens,” Dora said anxiously. 

“No, I think he’s trying to lose any police helicopters,” Ramona said, glancing behind her 
nervously. 

“I think y’all are wrong, totally wrong – I think Jillson is flying it just for kicks,” 
Mallaphoss put in with a superior air. 

“No, Diego’s a quisling. I knew it since the first second,” Martina said. 

“Very good job, Martina,” Ramona said approvingly. “You are an excellent student.” 

“Shut up all of you. I’m trying to follow him,” Millyania snapped. 

“Yes Boss,” the others chorused except for Mallaphoss who said “Yessireeboss!” 
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Millyania followed him for a while, but then he suddenly spun, turned and vanished. 
Milly quickly hit ‘Hover’ and folded her arms. 

“G-guys,” she said, near tears. “I l-lost him!” 

“What?” Martina exploded. “He was trying to lose us, then! He WAS a traitor – er, 
turncoat and back-stabber, or he wouldn’t be zigging and zagging just so we’d be zagging 
and zigging after him. I smell treachery!” 

“There is nothing called ‘zigging’ or ‘zagging’,” Ramona declared. 

“Shaddap,” Mallaphoss snapped. 

“Guys!” Milly began to wail. “We were depending on Diego!” 

“And now we lost them!” Dora screeched, the truth dawning on her. 

Soon the limousine became an uproar of screaming, wailing and crying Pallies’. Dora’s 
high-pitched voice cut through all others. “Deary, deary, deary, deary me!” 

“Don’t say that either!” Ramona bawled. “It’s dear me. Not deary!” 

“I DON’T CARE!” Dora screamed. “You blundering English professor, be quiet!” 

“Yeah!” Millyania yelled, tears forming little rivulets in her pancake-thick makeup. “All 
you do is go around fixing other people’s English and not caring how much distress 
they’re in!” 

Ramona turned red and looked down and said “Sorry, Boss” in a tone that made quite 
clear that she didn’t mean it at all. 

“E-E-EEEEEEEEEK!” Dora shrieked, nearly turning the others deaf with her high- 
pitched voice. “Look – the LOW FUEL warning! We don’t even know how to refill and 
the limo’s forty extra fuel cans do us no good!” 

“Just land wherever you can!” Martina yelled. 

“I’m trying!” Millyania sobbed. 

“Move aside, shrimp,” Martina snapped. “Let me. You’re just shaking the limousine with 
your stupid sobs.” 

Millyania was so terrified, shocked that a Pallies’ Member could say shrimp to the boss 
and crying in full swing that she didn’t argue. 

Martina clenched her fake teeth, narrowed her thickly-covered-with-eyeshadow-and- 
eyeliner eyes, tightened her grip on the wheel, jabbed buttons on the dashboard with her 
six-inch nails, rapidly switched from the accelerator to the brake and back again, 
tapping her black heelshoe like she was sending Morse code, and looked for a space to 
land. 
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It just so happened that they were flying over New Delhi which was extremely crowded 
with not a square millimeter to spare. 

It also just so happened that they were flying over the airport. 

Martina spotted a plane taking off and made a quick descent just in time for the air 
traffic controllers’ eyes to pop out before they could allow another plane on the runway 
the Pallies’ were on. The air controllers started chattering away to their comrades in 
rapid-fire Hindi and the air police got confused hearing words like “jyadaaaa bhedabav” 
and “leeeeeemoZAINE” and “gulabi” and also adding English words like “land” and 
“poster” which made it even more confusing. To top it all they almost fell over when they 
saw the Pallies’ come out, with a crazily barking pink poodle, as they were expecting 
Modi due to the misleading poster in the back. Then they started blabbering all over 
again. 

After a very long time of arguing, fake ID-producing and bribery, the Pallies’ finally 
drove out of the airport, straight to the nearest hotel. 

 

The same day, half an hour before midnight 

Diego landed the helicopter quietly in the most remote area of India: a secluded island 
beach a distance away from the Andaman and Nicobar islands. He turned off the 
helicopter and hurried over to the buffy siblings. They were still asleep from the doses of 
chloroform he’d been giving them repeatedly. 

This island was well chosen. As far as anybody else knew, it was an abandoned place – 
very small, with a huge cliff in a position that shaded the beach for almost all of the day. 
There were many dangerous animals lurking around, and there was sharp rock beneath 
the thin layer of sand. 

Diego went to what seemed like the back of the helicopter and pressed his hand against 
it. A secret panel slid open and revealed a sort of fridge full of chemicals, drugs and 
equipment for using them all set in neatly organized rows. He pulled out a bottle labeled 
‘CONSCIOUSNESS’, took some out with a dropper and carefully put it on two pieces of 
cloth. Next, he took them to Jillson and Jefferson lying on the seats and put the cloths 
over their noses. 

Jefferson jerked, jumped and then groggily opened his eyes. “Waht – is that you, Cap’n 
America?” 

“Yos,” Diego snickered. “Is it I, da Cep’n Amereka. Now cam along laddie, we gat work ta 
do.” 

On the other hand Jillson reacted violently by jumping up and bashing her nails into 
Diego’s cheek, adding to his collection of scars and scratches. He ignored it and put two 
fingers in his mouth and whistled a long, loud, creepy tone, like the one you’d expect as 
a really bad villain came on the scene. 
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At once three figures flitted out of the darkness and sprinted over the sand to the 
helicopter. They were wearing black clothes, masks, thick boots and badges proclaiming 
“BUFFBANG” in silver and were pretty much that – big lumps of muscle and strength.  
They crossed the beach soundlessly and overcame Jillson and Jefferson easily, 
especially with them being still groggy from the chloroform. They were escorted back to 
the shadows, Diego in the lead. 

When they reached the destination, Jillson and Jefferson found out that it was nothing 
but a wall of sheer rock, stretching up into the sky. There were no footholds in sight, just 
smooth rock. Not even a single notch or bump. It was like someone had scraped it 
straight for years with a huge blade. 

Jillson opened her mouth but closed it as Diego pressed his hand on the rock. 

A huge panel of stone slid back, revealing a well-lit chamber with only three doors on 
each side and far, far off, an imposing black wooden one with a heavy chain at the 
end of the corridor. It was somehow crude yet elegant and intimidating. 

A loud voice rang out from somewhere, probably through hidden speakers. 

“Welcome to the headquarters of the BuffBang - or if I use the full name, Buff Bang 
Gang – dear Jefferson Jac Hammer and Jillson Jac Hammer. Welcome from your new 
boss 
who goes by the name of…..” 

Jillson and Jefferson waited. 

The BuffBang members waited. 

Diego waited. 

After what seemed like ages later the voice came again. 

“Sinstro.” 

Some days later 

Danyal came into Amna, Zaytunah and Maryam’s room. Amna was sleeping in the lower 
bunk of the bunk bed on one side and Zaytunah was sleeping on a mattress on the floor. 
Maryam was walking up to the curtains. 

She pulled them back in one swift motion and started yelling. “Rise and shine, kiddies! 
Time to have some breakfast and see what Ais and Dim are up to!” 

As usual this went on for a minute until Maryam had yelled Zaytunah and Amna out of 
bed. 

Danyal sighed. “Yeah – get up. Aiswarya and Dimesia may have had something to do 
with the Pallies’ because they happened to leave the day when the Pallies’ disappeared.” 

“We’re not bean-brained like the Pallies’,” Maryam said. “We know that.” 
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Danyal just rolled his eyes. 

An hour later Zaytunah opened the front gate, let Amna and Maryam ride through and 
then went out and closed the gate with a loud clang that spooked her horse, Midnight. 
Zaytunah managed to stay on. 

“Okay, now off to Silver Oaks,” Amna called. “Maryam, you know the way, right?” 

“’Course,” Maryam said. “Follow me.” 

Maryam was an excellent navigator and knew the way around the whole of Islamabad. 
And just in case, she kept a bundle of detailed hand-drawn maps in her saddlebag. 

On the way their paths crossed with an ice-cream man. Maryam stopped and bought 
three Choc-Bars. 

A little while later the trio arrived in front of Silver Oaks. The guard gave them one 
glance and immediately ordered them to dismount. 

“We won’t ride in, don’t worry,” Maryam said. “Visitors allowed, right?” 

“Yes,” the guard said curtly. “Tie your horses to the pole.” He pointed to a post in the 
fence surrounding the well-kept garden nearby. As they tied their horses there, Ladley 
began nibbling at the grass. 

The three went in. Maryam walked up to the counter. “Assalaamu Alaikum,” 

“Wa alaikum Assalam,” the man replied. Why are so many youngsters coming all of a 
sudden? 

“Um, is there anyone called Aiswarya or Dimesia staying here?” Amna asked. 

“Indian?” 

“Yeah,” Maryam said. 

The man pointed to a staircase at the end of the lobby. “Second floor. Room 34.” 

“C’mon,” Zaytunah said, climbing up. 

When they were out of earshot, Zaytunah hissed: “Listen, will they, like, just straight up 
tell us what they’re here for?” 

“No, of course not,” Maryam said. 

“What? How are we going to do this then?!” 

A thoughtful look came over Maryam’s face. “We don’t even have a plan yet.” 

“Stop and think here a minute,” Amna suggested. They were on the first-floor 
landing. 

They had stayed there a few minutes when they heard thick footsteps coming towards 
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the stairs on the second floor. 

Amna’s eyes widened and she yanked Zaytunah and Maryam round the corner. 
 

Jillson thrashed violently, but the BuffBang member expertly dodged her flying feet and 
fists. “Idiot!” she shrieked. “What are you trying to do?” 

They had been in the BuffBang headquarters for three days. They had been trained 
exhaustingly - running, climbing, attacking, that sort of thing. Even throwing people out 
of windows. 

“Quiet,” Sinstro’s voice boomed. It gave everyone the creeps, the way it came out of 
nowhere. “You are to obey exact instructions.” 

“Oh, yeah?” Jefferson retorted. “What if we don’t?” 

“You will…” Sinstro growled. “Or else. Men!” 

The BuffBang members with Jillson and Jefferson whipped out small pistols. 

“I – I t-think t-t-that w-w-on’t b-b-b-be n-n-necessar-ry,” Jillson spluttered. 

“Y-y-yeah,” Jefferson stammered. 

“Just remember that. And that you shall also receive payments for kidnappings,” Sinstro 
said coolly. In Sinstro’s office, his deputy snickered as he pulled stacks of fake dollars 
from a printing machine. 

“How much?” Jefferson yelled. 

“For the first one, 250 thousand dollars apiece.” 

“No!” Jillson shouted. “Make it 500 thousand!” 

They heard something which sounded like Sinstro shrugging. “All right.” 

Jillson immediately stopped thrashing. 

“Can’t we get any rock music?” Jefferson asked. 

“No,” Sinstro snarled. “Distractions are not allowed in work.” 

“Where are we going?” Jefferson enquired. 

“To my office,” Sinstro replied, seemingly in a good mood all of a sudden. 

“Oh.” It was most awkward when Sinstro gave orders to or scolded Jillson and Jefferson 
and they didn’t know what to say. 

 

A familiar voice came from the direction of the footsteps. “Oi, Dims! Let’s go to Tehzeeb 
and be back in half hour, okay?” 
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“OK,” Dimesia’s voice was farther away. 

“Oh yeah, and we also have to go to the amusement park - that’s in the evening. And the 
safari park and zoo are tomorrow. You know, I’m going to go to Monal and Daman – e – 
koh too!” 

“It’s Aiswarya!” Zaytunah hissed. 

“We’re not here for that, you know! We’re not here for amusement!” Dimesia snapped. 

“No, we aren’t – but it wouldn’t hurt to just have a little bit of fun, would it?” Aiswarya 
thumped down the stairs and passed by where the three girls were standing without 
looking in that direction. Dimesia was close behind. 

“It would, because you’re just here for eating, fatso!” Dimesia retorted. 

“Brainstorm procedure in progress,” Maryam whispered. 

They stood there for a while longer. Then Amna jumped. “I got it!” 

“What? WHAT?” Maryam yelled. 

“Shhhh! Listen, let’s disguise ourselves and sneak into Dimesia and Aiswarya’s room. 
We can find something.” 

“Disguise ourselves? As what? Rats?” Maryam was incredulous. 

“No,” Amna said. “As one of the staff.” 

“Okay!” Zaytunah jumped up. “Now think. Where would the disguise – I mean the staff 
clothes be?” 

“Slow down!” Maryam said. “That’s stealing!” 

“Oh.” Zaytunah’s face fell. “Yeah. Why didn’t we think of that?” 

“Let’s go and see if Aiswarya and Dimesia’s room is open!” Amna suggested. 

“Check before rounding corners. Be inconspicuous. Be ready to duck,” Maryam 
instructed in a barely audible voice. 

They dashed off. The hotel was completely empty, and they saw only one person – a staff 
member wheeling a trolley of sorts piled with dirty laundry at the far end of a hall. 

 
At a glance the Indians’ room looked like any other, but at a closer look it didn’t. The 
door had been locked, but when Maryam slipped an ice-cream stick from one of the 
Choc-Bars in the keyhole and fiddled around with it for a while, it opened. It hadn’t been 
locked by a card. 
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Inside, there were papers spread all over the floor and bed. A Vaio laptop was on the 
table, along with piles of doughnuts, pastries, brownies and sweet food in general. 

“What’re all these papers?!” Amna exclaimed in a hushed, surprised tone, leaning over a 
diary that was open on the floor. Zaytunah picked up a paper with red writing on it. 
Maryam powered on the laptop. 

All three froze in shock, eyes wide. They all scrolled through the files and papers, silent 
from horror. They knew they didn’t have much time before Dimesia and Aiswarya 
returned. 

Just after a moment of astounded investigations, they heard a loud voice from the 
window. Maryam cried, “It’s them, run!” Amna and Zaytunah gathered up some papers. 

The three ran out and Maryam slammed the door. “Shhhhhh!” Amna whispered. 

“Sorry!” Maryam ran quickly to the lift but then wheeled around so suddenly she nearly 
crashed into her cousins. “Take the stairs! They’re coming in the lift!” 

They ran as fast as they could down the stairs, through the lobby, out the door and onto 
their horses. 

Forgetting the splintered remains of the popsicle stick on the floor in the hotel room 
behind them. 

 

Jillson and Jefferson were brought into the room. The guards shoved the two roughly 
into two chairs in front of the desk and stood to attention. 

Sinstro’s deputy stood next to his boss’s chair, straight-backed, rifle held like a soldier. 
But the most attention commanding was Sinstro himself. 

He was clad head to food entirely in black. His face was covered by a black mask with 
two tiny holes that revealed glittering green eyes without a speck of emotion in them. 
The mask was carefully made so as to not let through any feature of his face. The few 
creases in it did not move. 

His folded hands on the spotless Bocote wood desk were in black gloves. He sat tall and 
straight in the black leather swivel chair, shoulders back, head held high. 

The room was large, with a spotless black carpet and white walls with expensive 
paintings on them. There was a smaller mahogany desk with a black chair in a corner, 
presumably for Sinstro’s deputy. There was a cupboard cut into the wall above that desk. 

The only break in Sinstro’s black outfit was a symbol embroidered on his shirt and 
gloves. It was a tiny triangle in gray, with two intersecting Bs inside. Jillson shivered. 

“You look like a terrorist,” Jefferson said in a completely normal tone. 
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Sinstro snorted, sounding like a horse. “And so you may call me,” he replied smoothly. 
His accent sounded like a mix of British and Australian. “I am Sinstro, the head of the 
BuffBang Gang. We welcome members like you - young, strong, willing. You have been 
treated well, I anticipate?” 

“Yo! Got some real hospitality there!” Jefferson seemed comfortable with Sinstro and 
his gang. “Double bed, and, man, were those burgers great!” 

Sinstro didn’t blink or raise an eyebrow (not that that would have been visible). He 
didn’t move an inch. He spoke in the same emotionless voice. “Let us get straight to 
work.” 

“What work?” Jillson asked. 

Sinstro ignored her. “You are now part of a kidnapping company. You receive 500 
thousand dollars each for carrying out your first mission. You are to go to New Delhi, 
hotel Jai Abhinandan, room 13. You are to kidnap all of the individuals there and bring 
them to the car and back here. The deadline is day after tomorrow, twelve midnight. I 
cannot spare people, but for once I will allow one person to go with you. For the first 
and last time. Do you understand?” 

“What if we don’t meet the deadline, but carry out the kidnapping?” 

Sinstro shrugged. His shoulders rose and fell in an elegant, poised way, not moving an 
extra millimetre. 

“You will get 100 thousand, then.” 

“Oh!” Jillson’s eyes widened. 

“When do we start?” Jefferson asked. 

“Now.” 
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Operation pc 
C-1’s thin fingers moved quickly over the keyboard, writing a message to TC. The 
connection was protected by a firewall not even the best hacker could break through. 

Progressus in operationem, TC told C-1. 

C-1 smiled. At last! 

C-2 looked up. “Well, what now?” 

C-1 leaned back and grinned. 

“We wait.” 

“Who’s our partner?” Jillson asked, looking around. 

Sinstro unfolded his hands and placed a palm on his desk. 

A huge painting the size of a doorway slid open. Another tall, well-built, buffy man stood 
there. Like all BuffBang members he wore baggy black clothes which were tight around 
his wrists and ankles, and the shiny black-and-silver badge was in the usual place. He 
had a mask on his face, though not as fancy as Sinstro’s. Jillson could see that he had 
sharp cheekbones like Diego, a jutting chin, a square jaw just like her and Jefferson and 
a very sharp nose. 

Sinstro’s eyes narrowed. “Detrahetur ex te larva1, Vincenzo.” 

“Licuit.” Vincenzo pulled off his mask until it was till his neck. Like most of the BuffBang 
members, he had a display of scars and bruises on his square face. He looked moody and 
seemed displeased at seeing Jillson and Jefferson. 

Sinstro spoke rapid-fire in whatever language they were using, and then Vincenzo 
nodded. He turned to the Jac Hammers and spoke in a thick accent. “You come with me, 
yes? We put Operation PC in action, no?” 

“Operation PC?” Jefferson asked. 

Vincenzo ran a hand through his dark hair and sighed. “Vos oblitus?” 

Sinstro rolled his eyes. “Operation PC is the name of the kidnapping you will carry out. 
Now go with them, Vincenzo!” 

Vincenzo sighed again, as if he’d been given charge of babysitting two kindergarteners. 
“Come.” 

 
 
 

1  See glossary, page 54. Use it to decode the rest of the secret language words (non-English words in 
italics). 
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Jillson and Jefferson got up uncertainly and went to stand with Vincenzo. As soon as 
they stepped into the little room he was in, Vincenzo slammed a little red button and the 
painting slid back in place and the lift began its ascent. 

When the lift stopped, the opposite side slid open. They stepped out onto a little foyer 
which was open on the front. The white pillars on each side seemed normal enough at 
the first glance, but at a closer look they had a column of small buttons on one side. 
Vincenzo jabbed one as they passed. 

He led them down two stone steps, pulling his mask over his face again, and then 
stopped so suddenly Jefferson almost crashed into him. Jefferson realized they were at 
the top of the rock wall they had gone through earlier. Looking down the sheer drop 
gave him an odd sense of vertigo. 

Vincenzo put two fingers in his mouth and whistled the same creepy tune Diego had 
used the previous night. 

Then he went over to the edge and lowered himself down. Jillson screamed, “You 
lunatic, what do you think you’re doing?” 

Jefferson hurried over and saw Vincenzo quickly making his way down. In the strong 
moonlight Jefferson could make out footholds and handholds in the form of wide, 
smooth rocks scattered all over the wall. 

“Just like rock-climbing walls back home, except easier!” Jefferson crowed. He scurried 
down like a monkey and overtook Vincenzo. 

Jillson went purple with rage at seeing Jefferson actually doing something better than 
her. She jumped down free-fall style, frock billowing like a parachute, and grabbed a 
rock just before her heels skimmed the ground. She landed before Jefferson did and 
stuck out her tongue. “Loser!” 

Vincenzo came down after Jefferson just in time to stop him from throttling his sister. 
“All good. Sinstro be happy. Now we go. We race to helicopter, two mile sprint. Who win 
become senior. It part of your training here. Yes? I go ahead because me already senior. 
Me do 100 mile sprint once.” 

They lined up. “1, 2, 3 - go,” Vincenzo said. He was at the helicopter before the other two 
had gone three strides. 

Jillson and Jefferson were neck-to-neck until a few feet before the finish line. Jillson 
tripped and her nails caught in Jefferson’s hair, pulling him down with her. They fell 
together onto the sand with a thump. 

Vincenzo smirked. “No senior.” Jefferson scowled and Jillson balled her hands into fists. 

They stepped into the helicopter and Diego slammed the doors so quickly Jillson yelped 
and jumped away just in time before her frock caught in them. They took off and were 
soon high up in the air. 
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Vincenzo produced two black suits just like the ones he and Diego were wearing and 
pointed to a door at the end of the helicopter. “Two changing room. Go.” He handed 
them the suits. 

“Y’all may as wall slepp,” Diego said offhandedly when they came out. “Take half hor ta 
get dere.” 

Vincenzo snorted and pulled a pack of cigarettes out from his pocket. Soon the 
helicopter smelled heavily of cigarette smoke. The Jac Hammers dozed and the other 
two BuffBang members chattered in their secret language. 

When they landed, Diego woke them with the most peculiar way - a hefty blow into their 
ears. When they came groggily out of the helicopter, Jefferson walked a bit and then his 
foot went ahead and came down on - 

nothing. 

He gave a yell and jumped back. Rubbing his eyes, he peered over the edge. Then he 
realized that they were on a roof of a ten-storey building! These BuffBang dudes are 
sure abrupt, he thought. But it’s still…quite like a movie. 

“There,” Vincenzo said, pointing. “There Hotel Jai Abhinandan.” 

Jillson squinted. A few streets away, there was another tall building with Jai 
Abhinandan flashing in shocking pink neon lights above the huge entrance. Every 
curtain was drawn, every room light off. 

“How do we sneak in?” Jillson asked. 

Vincenzo shrugged. “It one clock. Most sleeping. Reception empty. You BuffBang, you 
use Buff skill. You check directions. You bring back – all very quietly. Here, take 
chloroform.” He produced two each of chloroform bottles, packs of cloths and tiny 
pistols seemingly out of nowhere and gave one to each. “Now, you go. We bring car to 
front door.” 

“What car?” Jillson queried. 

“How do we get down?” Jefferson asked. 

Vincenzo rolled his eyes. “Climb.” 

The two stuffed their equipment into their pockets and began the way down, using the 
windowsills as hand and foot holds. Vincenzo stood there, arms folded, and when Jillson 
and Jefferson landed on the sidewalk he merely gave a nod. 

There were no cars or pedestrians in sight. The two Jac Hammers were camouflaged in 
the darkness by their black suits. Skulking like thieves, they reached a crossroads. 

Jillson peered around the corner of a building. “Looks like a rock concert going on 
there,” she said wistfully. 
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She was right. A huge amount of smashing, yelling and crazily loud music was coming 
from that direction. Bunches of bright lights hung all around the stage. People were 
shouting and clapping like maniacs. Jillson caught sight of somebody carrying a bucket 
full of alcohol bottles. Vincenzo’s declaration that “most sleeping” didn’t look very 
promising. Then again, all of the people were probably out of the hotel, apparently 
except for the would-be victims of the kidnapping. The BuffBang didn’t seem to have 
false information. They knew exactly when, where, who and what to do. 

“There’s the hotel.” Jefferson pointed across the road. 

“Well, what are you waiting for?” Jillson glanced around, then ran across. Jefferson 
followed suit. 

“Now what?” Jefferson asked when they reached the door. 

Jillson grudgingly answered. “Let’s fire at the door. It’ll break.” 

Jefferson’s eyes popped out. “Are you crazy? We’ll be caught in no time!” 

Jillson folded her arms. “Well then, gimme a better idea!” 

Jefferson thought a minute. “Actually, it’s not a bad idea. With all that rock music, we 
won’t be heard.” With that he fired the small pistol at the door handle, feeling like a 
superhero. 

The pistol barely made a sound, but they had to use a few shots before the doorhandle fell 
off and a big hole was left. Jillson slammed her shoulder against it and heaved. It 
shattered and the two jumped through. They squinted and managed to read directions 
off a sign on the wall: room 13 was on the first floor, last one on the left. They hurried up 
and then tried the door. It came open easily. 

The room resounded with loud snores. Jefferson closed the door as quietly as he could 
behind them, not being able to suppress the door’s creaking. Jillson tiptoed to her first 
victim and reached out to locate the person’s head. 

Instead of touching skin, her hand hit something soft and furry. She drew it back with a 
disgusted sound. 

All of a sudden, the room was filled with loud barks. Jefferson jumped back, hitting his 
shoulder on the light switch, and flooding the room with light. 

Jillson’s jaw dropped with shock. 

“Millyania?” 

C-1 Watched through a camera and scowled. It was not going at all as expected. TC was 
being too loose! 

C-2 frowned. “Hey! That’s not what’s supposed to happen! A-1 should be with A-12 and 
A-13!” 
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C-1 agreed. “I’ll have to teach TC a lesson.” 

“This is a age-old feud. It involves hoards of money. TC should have known better than 
to anger us.” 

C-1’s lips stretched into a thin, heartless smile. “TC will know better...when I’m done.” 
 

All the Pallies sat up in bed and rubbed their eyes. Jefferson and Jillson just stood there, 
mouths hanging open. 

Millyania noticed the chloroform, cloth and pistols. “What on earth are you doing, 
Jillson Jac Hammer? Why did you fly away without us?” 

“If it hadn’t been for me, we would’ve all died,” Martina chipped in. “Seriously though. 
Why did you go?” 

Jillson looked from each person to the next. She’d never seen them so serious yet 
disheveled - their hair was a mess, their frocks wrinkled. Their eyes looked bloodshot 
from loss of sleep. 

“Look,” she said. “Diego isn’t our man. He’s a person from a kidnapping company. 
Called BuffBang. He chloroformed us and the next thing we knew we were in some sort 
of complex inside a cliff. Our new boss Sinstro ordered us to come here and ‘kidnap all 
of the individuals in the room’. All the other workers there are strong, well-built like us. 
We had no choice. We didn’t know it would be you!” 

The rest of the Pallies’ stared wide-eyed. “So that’s why he picked up Jeffo, too!” 
Martina mused. 

“Jillson!” Jefferson cried. “We’re supposed to chloroform them, not stand around telling 
them everything! Sinstro will kill us!” 

“And now you’ll kidnap us, huh, Jilly?” Mallaphoss spoke up in a cold voice. 

“You’re fired, Jillsonnutter.” Millyania steeled her gaze. Jefferson snorted. Why would 
being a member of her silly club matter in this life-and-death situation? 

“No,” Jillson said stoutly. “I’m not going to do it, Milly.” 

Jefferson’s eyes nearly popped out of their sockets. “Jillson?! Do you CARE??” 

“Oh,” Dora said. “Then I guess I’ll go back to sleep.” She slid down and pulled the covers 
over her head. “Can this infernal music stop?” 

“Jillsonnnnn,” Jefferson groaned. “What are you going to tell Vincenzo?” 

A voice rang out from a camera hidden inside the wall. 

“What indeed,” it said. “What indeed, what indeed. What are you going to tell your 
boss?” 
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Sinstro stared at the Ego Bentley laptop screen. So the two new arrivals were friends 
with the victims of Operation PC. He’d had a suspicion but wasn’t sure. 

A pity, though. None of the other agents were young and strong like the two new ones. 

Ah well, he could always send someone else to do the job. The two new ones would share 
the fate of the victims of Operation PC. But first he needed them back. 

He opened a drawer in his desk and drew out a Falcon Supernova iPhone 6 Pink 
Diamond. He tapped on an icon and waited until the call was picked. 

“Reduc illas, Vincenzo. Vos can operor officium.” 

“Bene.” Vincenzo dropped the call. 

Sinstro sighed. Vincenzo was a man of few words, and Sinstro liked that, but sometimes 
he was quite infuriating. He called again. 

“Iam quid?” Vincenzo said irritably. 

“Ad impetro illis. Nunc,” Sinstro commanded. 

“Bene, bene.” Vincenzo dropped the call again. 

Sinstro rolled his eyes, put the Falcon Supernova iPhone 6 Pink Diamond back in its 
place in the drawer and leaned back. 

His deputy looked up from stacking fake dollars in a secret vault in the wall. “M’lord? 
Can I ask you a question?” 

“Go ahead.” 

“We don’t really need the money from kidnapping - can’t we just print it?” 

Sinstro sprang up and slapped the deputy across his face. 

He crumpled to the floor, unconscious. Sinstro glared at the face of his deputy - no, his 
former deputy. No one could question Sinstro’s decisions. 

Well - he had to admit, they weren’t really his decisions. 

He didn’t need the man anymore. C-1 and C-2’s wishes were about to be fulfilled. His lip 
curled into a sneer that no one could see behind his mask. 

“Guards,” Sinstro called. “Take him away.” 

A ceiling panel slid aside. Two BuffBang members with slightly different clothing - not 
so baggy, and smarter - dropped down, marched to the figure sprawled across the 
spotless silk Isfahan carpet and dragged him out of the door. 

Sinstro watched without moving a millimeter. Then he closed the door behind the 
guards, walked over to his desk, opened another drawer and pressed a button. 
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At last. 

Operation PC, the last of all operations of the BuffBang, was about to be accomplished. 
 

Everyone in room 13, hotel Jai Abhinandan, New Delhi, India, froze. 

Suddenly, an aerosol can appeared out of nowhere, hoisted up on a mechanical arm 
extending from a corner of the wall, and then it sprayed chloroform into the room, 
rendering all seven people - and one animal - in it unconscious. 

The window pane lifted up and stayed there, leaving the window as just a large square in 
the wall. Vincenzo climbed in. 

He grabbed the unconscious inhabitants of the room one by one, and threw them out 
the window. He had brilliant aim - they soared upwards and were caught in a padded 
metal box hanging by steel chains from the BuffBang Blackbird helicopter. When 
everyone was in the metal box, Vincenzo put the aerosol back into a secret wall vault, 
climbed out onto the windowsill and closed the window. Then he catapulted himself in a 
giant curve through the air, grabbed a landing skid with one hand and pulled himself in. 

The helicopter soared up and away. 
 

“Quando pervenitur?” Vincenzo grumbled, shifting the cigarette to the other side of his 
mouth. 

“Manere,” Diego grunted. 

“Mendax. Illic ‘ quod insulam.” 

“Quod non est a insulam!” Diego snapped. 

Vincenzo’s eyes widened. “Vivamus! Vigilate de!” 

Diego’s hands reacted faster than light and the helicopter tipped to one side dangerously 
as it swerved around the back of the plane. Vincenzo was sent slipping to one side, 
crashing onto the pile of the Pallies’ Club, causing him to swear loudly in several 
languages. 

Diego grunted an insult to the airplane. “Ego dixi vobis, ‘Cenzo.” 

“Pfft,” Vincenzo grumbled. 

Diego pushed the throttle to full speed. The sound of the engine and wind roaring didn’t 
come through the soundproof walls. Vincenzo moodily plopped down on a seat and lit a 
cigarette. The Pallies’ woke once during the journey, mumbling groggily. Vincenzo 
chloroformed them again but let Jillson and Jefferson stay where they were, perched on 
the back seats. Although Vincenzo didn’t like the look of them whispering to each other, 
he decided that Sinstro could deal with any mischief they were up to. 
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However, there was one thing that wasn’t going as perfectly. Sweety Pie couldn’t come in 
his hold. She bounced around barking like crazy and refused to come within six feet of 
anybody. Vincenzo gave up and sat down again. Sweety Pie lay down placidly, glaring at 
the two BuffBang members. 

“Est stultius,” Vincenzo muttered. 

Diego raised an eyebrow - or the few hairs that were left of his eyebrow. The other 
eyebrow was completely missing. “Ne femina illa mur - est.” 

“Canem expert!” Vincenzo shot back, clearly annoyed. 

Diego smirked. He enjoyed irritating Vincenzo - a small pleasure for being demoted 
from an A-1 member to a stupid pilot rank, just to make space for Vincenzo. What for? 
Just because he’d helped the Pallies’ for a half million dollars and twenty ice creams. 

The helicopter whooshed on. Diego drowsily stared at the radar. 

At last, after a half hour that seemed like a century, the islands came into view. Apart 
from the usual night darkness, there was a thick bank of thunderclouds shrouding the 
little piece of land. 

It took a while for Diego to come down in the right place. When he did, rain was coming 
down by the bucketful. He spoke something rapid-fire in the secret language, after 
which Vincenzo tied up the Pallies’ hands, blindfolded them and Diego put cloths soaked 
with the ‘CONSCIOUSNESS’ liquid on their faces. Jillson and Jefferson weren’t tied up 
or blindfolded - obviously they were still considered gang members. 

When they came to, the Pallies’ stumbled around confusedly, bumping into each other.  

“Come along,” Jefferson said in what he hoped was a cheerful tone, as Diego tied the 
Pallies’ together like a caravan. “That’s right, follow the leader.” 

Vincenzo and Diego nodded approvingly. 

“Eligere bonum,” Vincenzo murmured admiringly. 

Diego raised an eyebrow and smirked. 

“Where are we going?” Milly asked in a small voice. 

“Aye aye, lassie, ye’ll vera mach soon faend oot,” drawled Diego, embellishing with a 
hideous laugh that caused the Pallies to quake unanimously. 

They were approaching the cliff wall. All of a sudden, Sinstro’s voice rang out, startling 
everyone including the BuffBang members as he sang. 

“Come on vámonos, everybody let’s go! Come on, let’s get to it; I know that we can do it! 
Where are we going? We don’t know! Where are we going? We don’t know!” 
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Vincenzo rolled his eyes. 
 

C-1 Watched and sniggered as P-4 shuddered, P-2 hugged P-5, P-1 screamed… 

Then C-2 snapped, “What are A-13 and A-14 upto?” 

C-1 leaned forward, eyes narrowing. “Are they - what the - trying to run away? Let me 
teach ‘em a lesson!” C-2 clapped gleefully. C-1 pressed a button and leaned back. 

“Ha ha ha ha,” C-2 sneered. “Operation Mors underway!” 
 

The Pallies’ all screamed. 

Jefferson poked Jillson. They both ran off toward the end of the island. 

“Oh dear,” Sinstro’s jeering voice echoed around the island. “Oh dear, oh dear, oh dear. 
Do you really think I am so foolish? To make a headquarters somewhere which has no 
defenses against intruders and traitors? Ah well, if you did think so - I am afraid to say, 
dears, you are the one who is foolish.” 

With that a massive fence made entirely of steel bars with barbed wire looped around it 
rose across the perimeter of the island. There was no escape except for the helicopter, 
which Diego had locked. The fence was impossible to climb or jump over, and besides 
there was just raging sea beyond that for miles. 

They were trapped. 

Ten more of the BuffBang kidnapping agents were climbing down the cliff. As they set 
foot on the sand which was turning into mud, the footholds and handholds slid back 
into the rock wall. Now it looked completely smooth. Jillson slapped her face in 
exasperation. “Yo, these dudes are too smart.” 

Jefferson almost exploded in happiness. SHE SAID YO!!!! He was about to do a quick 
victory dance, but decided against it when he saw that five of the black-clad buffy men 
had encircled the Pallies’. The other five sprinted to Jillson and Jefferson, handcuffed 
them and led them back. 

Vincenzo’s eyes widened and he turned to Diego. “Ubi canis??!” 

Diego looked alarmed. “Disparuit!” 

Another BuffBang member spoke up. “Perniciosum. Non facies ullum damnum.” 

“Yeah, quod iustum est,” Vincenzo agreed. 

“Laborare!” Sinstro snapped. The BuffBang members blindfolded and tied the two Jac 
Hammers and quickly led the Pallies’ to the door hidden in the cliff. Diego whistled the 
creepy tune after which the panel slid open. 
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Suddenly Sinstro said something in a panicked voice and the Pallies’ were pushed 
roughly and quickly in. The fence slid down. 

Unbeknown to the prisoners, there was a tiny light bobbing in the sea on the horizon. 

They trudged along, the twelve BuffBang members ordering them in broken English to 
speed up, on a path that Jillson and Jefferson hadn’t used before. They walked through 
long corridors and stood in lifts, Diego whistling again and again to open doors, and 
punching in codes. It was a long trek and Jillson suspected it was to make them lose 
their bearings entirely. Jefferson felt like they were going around in circles because he 
was sure they had passed a particular door at least seven times. It was so long that the 
BuffBang members were grumbling as they quick-marched, throwing their legs out 
stiffly, in military formation, and the Pallies’ complained in their screechy voices of 
aching legs. 

At last they reached a place where their blindfolds were taken off. It was a long 
brilliantly-lit corridor with one door at the end and a huge, intimidating steel one in 
front of them. 

All the BuffBang Gang members disappeared through the door at the end of the 
corridor except for Vincenzo, who used his fingerprint to open the steel door. 

He turned to Jefferson. They were in the lift. He pointed to a small silver door with no 
handle, only a small glass slab. 

“This door. Open. Go in.” 

Vincenzo walked out and slammed the steel door. 

“Well then,” Martina barked, “go ahead. Open it!” 

Jillson gingerly reached out and pressed the glass slab. 

A message in red light glowed on it. ‘Use your index finger only.’ Below that was 
another sentence written in the English alphabet but in another language; presumably 
the secret language. 

Puzzled, Jillson complied. This time the message said ‘Intruder fingerprint. Ask 
BuffBang member’. 

“What?” Jillson growled, outraged. “Jeff is and I’m not?! That’s not fai-” 

She didn’t finish the sentence. Jefferson had opened the door. They were in Sinstro’s 
office. 

Sinstro rose from his desk, unfolding his seven-point-five-foot-tall body. “Ah, 

welcome.” It didn’t take long for anyone to register what was in his hands. 

Sweety Pie peeked out from under the helicopter rotors. Nobody was there. She - he - 
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scurried down and began scrabbling at the door. No one heard his loud yaps and barks. 

Then he noticed that a boat had docked at the edge of the sand. It was a motorboat, 
small and unnoticeable. 

Some figures leapt out and narrowly missed the rising fence. No alarm rang out. They 
had snuck safely in. They hurried over to Sweety Pie who barked happily and ran around 
them, tail wagging. 

One of them leaned down and placed something in front of Sweety Pie’s nose, who 
sniffed and pricked his ears in surprise. 

“Fetch!” the person said in a low voice. “Fetch!” 

“I hope they trained her - I mean him,” another voice said. 

“They did,” the first person answered. Sweety Pie was scratching the rock wall. 

“Now all we have to do is copy that tune.” 

Sinstro walked over to them and waved the gun in his hand. “Line up,” he said calmly. 

Shaking, the prisoners complied. 

“Sit down.” 

“W-w-what d-d-d-do y-y-y-you w-w-w-w-want?” Martina squeaked. 

Sinstro stood in front of them, feet apart, head high, arms folded, the muzzle of the gun 
pointing downwards in his fist. “Why, it’s all quite simple, really,” he said. 

“You know there has been a feud for centuries between the Phosmallis and the Bangs. 
Both families have been, in one form or another, fighting and making organizations one 
per generation. Now, after this time, there are only fifteen Bangs and six Phosmallis. No, 
they don’t necessarily have the same surnames but they all know the truth of the 
organization they’re joining, like the Pallies’ Club and the BuffBang right now.” 

Sinstro paused and took a deep breath. 

“I have been very kind. I have earned my money in other ways when the Pallies’ were 
not a nuisance. But when you bothered C-1, I had no choice. Then when we get one 
Phosmalli to recruit, she chose to betray.” He glared at Jillson, who was about to protest 
that Jac Hammers weren’t Phossmallis but then shut her mouth as she eyed the gun. 
“What else should we have done?” Sinstro said. 

“We?” Martina echoed. 

Sinstro’s green eyes flared. “You are quite a cheeky one, aren’t you?” he snapped. “Now, 
you also know that this entire problem is because the Phosmallis steal from the Bangs’ 
bank accounts. They break through firewalls and hire expert hackers – and nobody 
catches them. Partly thanks to their infernal partner Crazy Contraptions. It is time for a 
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small payback.” 

He pointed the gun at Millyania. 

“I find it rather amusing, to be frank. I have no interest in online stealing. I do not hire 
hackers nor do I try to break through firewalls. I prefer a little physical entertainment. 
So. What’s your bank account number?” 

“I don’t have a bank account,” Millyania blurted. “I keep my money in the house.” 

“Very well,” Sinstro said. He actually sounded happy. “Where in the house?” 

Millyania steeled herself, willing her voice not to stammer. One slip and Sinstro would 
pull the trigger. 

“L-lots of differen-nt places. Um, t-there’s some in t-the c-closet. A-and s-some in m-my 
mattress. A-and a bit in t-the Lays Herb and Yoghurt packs. T-that’s a-all.” 

Sinstro smirked. Then he cocked his head. 

“Ah. Alright.” He paused before shouting very quickly. 

“Venient in!” 

The door opened. 

The Pallies’ jaws dropped. 

They shivered. 

They kept themselves from fainting. 

Their feet trembled and gave way beneath them, but they didn’t pay any attention to 
their sore fall. 

Their eyes were wider than saucers. 

Their hair stood on end. 

They gasped for breath. 

Goosebumps popped up on their arms. 

It was Jillson who choked out the words. 

Sweety Pie sniffed the air and hurried through corridors and in lifts. The recorded tune 
played on. The scent was getting stronger. 

“Faster!” someone hissed. 

“I hear something!” another voice whispered. 

Their shoes made no sound on the marble tiles. They ran on. 
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“Dimesia and Aiswarya??” 

Exposure 
 

“Indeed,” Dimesia boomed. “It is us! It is I who is the only active person with Bang 
blood!” 

“And me too!” Aiswarya shrilled. “I am too!” She chomped up the last of the burger in 
her hand. Sinstro winced as she spewed crumbs over his spotless desk and carpet. 

Dimesia walked over to Millyania and sneered. “You remember, in that hallway, when 
they had that art competition – you remember when you offered me to join your club? 
When we escaped together through the fire escape? When you bribed me?” She lifted 
Milly’s chin with her finger and looked daggers into her eyes. “Huh?” 

“Y-y-y-y-y—” Milly spluttered, her mouth dry. 

Dimesia rolled her eyes. “You do, don’t you? Well, that very day, I found out about Bang- 
Phosmalli history. I had that angry spark in me, and that history fanned it into life. I 
waited, waited, waited. Waited in India. Waited with you in your horrible house. Waited 
in that cursed hotel room. Waited in that rotten airplane. But now I’m over with waiting. 
Now, I’m going to finish this feud once and for all. Now, the Bangs shall rule.” 

Jefferson almost laughed at her dramatic-ness. Almost. 

“What is your order, Your Highness?” Sinstro asked respectfully. 

Dimesia looked completely cool, her anger contained now. Her hair was combed, her 
clothes without a wrinkle, her posture loose and confident, her face seeming fresh and 
ready to take on anything. She spoke with an air of nonchalance, as if she was talking 
about something as regular, unsurprising and unimportant such as – taking a breath. 

“Kill them.” 

The Pallies’ could not contain their fright, horror and shock anymore. 

Their lipsticky mouths opened wider than hippos’. They let out all of it in long 
earsplitting screams that made Sinstro jump. Dimesia covered her ears and Aiswarya 
cowered behind the desk. 

They screamed on. Sinstro ignored it now. He raised the gun …. 

cocked his head…. 

closed one eye…. 

took aim…. 

and began to squeeze the trigger. 
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“STOP!” 
A huge yell - no, it was five yells - cut off the Pallies’ screams, along with the sound of 
the metal door being thrown open with tremendous force. 

Sinstro dropped the gun. The bullet whizzed past Jefferson’s leg, missing it by a 
millimeter. Dimesia and Aiswarya froze. 

Maryam, Amna and Zaytunah marched over in what faintly resembled a formation to 
Dimesia and Aiswarya. Amna’s father and Danyal grabbed Sinstro. Sweety Pie bounded 
over to Millyania. 

“AH-A!” Maryam yelled, grabbing Dimesia’s collar and shaking her so that her head 
became a blur. “Gotcha! So it WAS you!” 

Amna’s father was pressing the gun on Sinstro’s head and Danyal was using a pair of 
handcuffs he found in a drawer to chain Sinstro’s hands together, who was thrashing 
madly but smacking his hands against the door in the process, bruising them badly. 

The Pallies’ stared in shock, not bothering to close their mouths. At last Martina spoke 
up. 

“But I thought you hated us!” 

“I thought you wanted to kill us!” Mallaphoss cried. 

“I thought the Pakistani government was out to get us with guns!” Dora shrieked. 

“I thought you were terrorists!” Jefferson exclaimed. Maryam made a sound like 

a walrus to contain her laughter at his statement. 

Zaytunah looked at all the Pallies’ clamoring in disbelief. She held up her hands and 
Maryam yelled. “Look here - calm down!” 

“Let us explain!” Amna joined in. 

The Pallies’ quieted down and waited expectantly. Maryam’s eyes nearly popped out of 
her head in amazement at their politeness as she sat Dimesia roughly down and tied her 
hands and feet together. Aiswarya had imbalanced and fallen down already, and 
Zaytunah tied her hands too. 

“First of all,” Maryam began, “we did not want to kill you. The government was not out 
to get you with guns. We are not terrorists.” 

“What happened was that we found papers in Dimesia and Aiswarya’s Silver Oaks 
room,” Zaytunah said, taking over from Maryam who was coughing-laughing violently 
into her hand as she recalled Jefferson’s expression. “We knew that they would be out at 
certain times so we went at those times. Maryam found out that every single letter of 
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information on the papers was also on the laptop. We sent it to our emails and viewed it 
in our home.” 

Amna took over. “We found out everything about the BuffBang. They were in the secret 
language, though, and it took a long time to find an ancient-language-historian. We 
found out that the secret language was Latin.” 

“Latin!” Ramona exclaimed. “Nobody speaks Latin anymore!” 

“That’s the point!” Sinstro shot back. Amna’s father was securing his feet with another 
pair of handcuffs while Danyal was trying unsuccessfully to pull Sinstro’s mask off. 

Amna ignored him. “We found out that Dimesia was C-1. Aiswarya was C-2. C-1 and C-2 
stood for Controller 1 and Controller 2 respectively. Sinstro’s codename was TC – The 
Controlled. Vincenzo was ‘A-1 - Agent 1’. Diego was just ‘the pilot’. Jillson and Jefferson 
were A-13 and A-14 respectively. We found out about the tune whistling and the controls 
and a whole lot of other things like maps and escapes and mechanisms and alliances and 
enemies.” 

“Are you really so careless, Your Highness?” Sinstro burst out. “You let a bunch of 
children steal top secret info?” 

“I locked the room and kept the key!” Dimesia snapped defiantly. 

“Hah! And who knows what would have happened if I hadn’t bought that Choc-bar?” 
Maryam mocked. “So much for locking it, I used the popsicle stick to pop it open!” 

“Shut up and let Aemnae speak!” Martina interrupted. 

“So,” Zaytunah said, causing Martina to make a face, “we also found out that the 
BuffBang headquarters were on the ‘Andaman and Nicobar islands’. We alerted the 
authorities who, in turn, alerted the Indian government. We knew that it would be too 
late by the time they did anything. So we caught the first plane after our discovery to the 
Veer Savarkar International Airport. We took a boat from there. You see, the place 
where the BuffBang headquarters are is actually a dozen or so miles from the place 
where people live and tourists come. It took us twenty minutes to get there--” 

“Twenty-four minutes,” Maryam corrected, “at 50 km/h and the distance was twenty 
kilometres and we were on top speed…” 

“--yes, and we all catapulted over the rising fence. Amazingly Sinstro’s defenses didn’t 
do anything about intruders already on the island, as long as they had the tune. We 
found Sweety Pie. He guided us to you. We had recorded the tune Diego whistled. And 
just in time, too!” Zaytunah ended it with a flourish. 

“So that’s the story, people,” Maryam said proudly. “Now are you still going to irritate 
us?” 

“We’ll see,” Millyania said hesitantly. “Also, did you just call my darling Sweety Pie a 
he?” 

They were interrupted by a loud ripping sound. “I did it!” Danyal yelled. “I’ve unmasked 
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Sinstro!” 
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All eyes turned to him. After all the scary glory, Sinstro was not at all like anybody had 
imagined. 

His head was completely bald. His eyebrows barely existed. His cheeks looked extremely 
like those of a ravenous chipmunk eating, times twenty. Saying that he had a double 
chin would not be accurate – it was more like a fiveriple chin, if that could exist. You 
couldn’t tell his neck from his chin. 

Jillson realized that when she’d thought that the creases in Sinstro’s mask never moved, 
she’d been wrong. It only seemed like that because the cloth was stuck inside the folds of 
skin. And the mask wasn’t baggy – his cheeks made it look like that. 

The BuffBang members were wide, with massive muscles and weathered skin. Sinstro 
was outright fat. There was no knowing how he got so tall, though. 

The room erupted into snickers. 

“Well,” Danyal’s Mamoo said, “there are twelve more BuffBang members. How do we 
capture them? They’ll overpower any policeman. They probably have guns and 
chloroform and stuff.” 

“We can do something physical,” Maryam suggested. “That’s going to be much, much, 
MUCH more fun than anything else!” Her face was lighting up. “Like plow into them 
and then chuck them into a gutter! Or lasso them! Or capture them in their own 
headquarters! We’ll have to chloroform them though, but at least, you know, we won’t 
have to go back so quickly.” 

The Pallies’ looked at each other. “Uh….we’ll…have to…..help…?” Jillson said slowly. 

Mamoo raised an eyebrow. “We could do with some buff, couldn’t we?” 

“Oh yes. And,” Zaytunah said, looking pointedly at the bosses of the BuffBang, “we can 
also do very well with some fake info spreading.” 

 

“Okkkkay,” Maryam said. She was hopping around on the balls of her feet in excitement. 
“Let’s put Operation End It All in action!!!” 

“That’s a silly name,” Zaytunah protested. 

“Allllllright,” Amna said, twiddling her thumbs. “Mamoo…” 

At gunpoint, Sinstro read a message to be broadcasted on the BuffBangs’ AirPods. 
“Gather at Hostage Room.” 

“Huhumm,” Zaytunah said. “One thing – how are we going to get them out of Hostage 
Room? I mean, like, with a tractor or what?” 

“Yes,” Maryam said. “We have two big fat tractors right here.” She nodded at Jillson and 
Jefferson. 
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“WHAT!” Jillson yelled. “You can’t call us tractors!” 

Maryam, Amna and Zaytunah exchanged bewildered glances. Jillson had said us, not 
me, which surely meant that the enmity she had toward Jefferson was fast diminishing. 

“They’re all here,” Mamoo said, looking at the Ego Bentley laptop screen. There was a 
map of the complex open on it, with red dots with the agents’ codenames next to them 
indicating where they were. There was a big cluster of them inside a large circular room, 
labeled HOSTAGE ROOM. A blue dot on the screen indicated the laptop’s position, and 
a strange icon showed the position of a chloroform spray inside the Hostage Room wall. 

“Where’s the button for the chloroform spray to be activated in the Hostage Room?” 
Mamoo said, pressing the muzzle of the gun harder against Sinstro’s head. 

“There,” Sinstro grumbled, pointing to the desk. 

“Where on the desk?!” Mamoo asked angrily. 

“It will only activate by my fingerprints,” Sinstro let on grudgingly, “and it is in the top 
left corner.” 

“How do we know you’re not lying?” Danyal demanded. “For all we know, you’ll activate 
the chloroform on us!” 

Sinstro shrugged with the same elegance and minimalism as before, but it didn’t look 
intimidating at all now. “That’s a risk you all shall have to take.” 

Maryam shot out her hand and poked the flabby folds of fat of Sinstro’s chin with a pen. 
“Really? Then maybe we’ll just x-ray your silly desk and find out.” 

Sinstro turned beetroot red and shook his head violently. “Stop interfering, young 
woman,” he snapped. “Let the grown-ups deal with me.” 

“Oh, the gentleman is very proper,” Maryam mimicked. “He believes that children 
should be seen and not heard.” 

“That’s quite enough,” Dimesia barked. “You can go out of this room. Children shouldn’t 
act quite so rude and interrupt conversations that they have no business in. It’s very 
impolit—” 

“Says who?” Maryam yelled, her temper rising. “Says a little frizz-head who doesn’t 
know better than to lock her laptop against ‘CHILDREN’. Ha-ha. Very funny. Now who’s 
the one who shouldn’t be interfering in the conversation? We’re bossing you around 
now! And—” 

“Slow down,” Mamoo admonished. “We’ll think of something else. There must be a 
manual way to activate that chloroform spray.” 

“That’s right!” Maryam said, brightening. “Maybe we’ll drill our way through and push 
the mechanical arm?” 

“What? Pffft!” Danyal said. “That’s a silly idea. The BuffBang members will just open the 
door.” 
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“Actually it’s not such a bad idea,” Amna said. “Here’s what we can do….” 
 

Maryam tied one end of the rope around the Hostage Room doorhandle and another to 
a big metal door’s. Then she locked the metal door. 

Jefferson stood ready in a punching stance. Amna looked at the Ego Bentley laptop 
screen again. “That blue dot’s us…and there’s that chloroform spray.” She stopped 
walking. “This is the exact place.” 

Jefferson lumbered over. He spread his feet apart, bent his knees, positioned his fists and 
took aim…… BAM! 

His fist slammed into the wood panel. It shattered, letting out a waterfall of loose 
cement, sending him into a fit 0f coughing as dust rose. 

“Uh, cough, good job, cough,” Amna puffed. “Now, cough, look, there’s cough the 
spray.” She pointed to an item perched on a shelf in the wall that looked like a fire 
extinguisher with a mechanical arm. 

Maryam muttered as she tightened the knots of the rope. Suddenly they all heard Diego 
and Vincenzo yelling from inside in indecipherable Latin. They were trying the handle 
and banging on the door. 

However the doorhandles of the Hostage Room and the other steel door’s were tied 
firmly together with a taut rope so until the rope was untied, both doors couldn’t open. 

“Quick,” Jefferson wheezed, “or they’ll break it down.” 

Amna gave the folded mechanical arm a shove. The wood panel opened and there was a 
loud hissing sound as the contents of the tank were emptied into the room. Six of the 
agents fell against the door, unconscious. 

The door couldn’t bear the strain, and having already weakened by Diego and Vincenzo’s 
kicks and punches, gave way with a mighty groan. The BuffBang members toppled out 
and crashed on the floor, giving their skulls a good bashing against the marble tiles. 

“YAAAAAAAAAAY!” Maryam hollered. “THE BUFFBANG GANG IS OFFICIALLY 
FINISHED!” 
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Done with that 
Mamoo made a caravan of the BuffBang members tied together, with the Pallies’, 
Jefferson, Amna, Maryam, Zaytunah and Danyal were in two lines on either side of the 
free rope dragging the heap along. The BuffBang heads – Sinstro, Dimesia and 
Aiswarya, chained together – walked gloomily ahead, under their own power, helping 
to drag the BuffBang members 

The setup had been Maryam’s idea, and the only one ever that she was not very proud of. 
The going was terribly slow and she kept bumping into Martina. But they trudged on. 

It took a while, but they got out of the complex and into the fresh open air. Everyone 
collapsed on the sand, puffing. The Pallies’ smoothed down their frocks, adjusted their 
hair and complained that their nails had cracked. 

The heads of the BuffBang stood sullenly, and Aiswarya’s jaw moved, her teeth biting 
the air, not used to having nothing to chew on. The agents slowly began regaining 
consciousness, but as they were badly bruised and groggy, they didn’t try to escape. 

Just a few minutes later a big ship came into view. Several people were on the deck. 

The large anchor dropped slowly, glinting in the rising sun. The people on the deck 
scurried down rope ladders on the side of the ship. Others put down the gangplank. A 
man in the uniform of an army officer seemed to be directing everyone. 

The BuffBang Gang was swiftly loaded aboard. The man in the army uniform shook 
hands with Mamoo and took a brief overview of what happened. The crew whispered to 
each other and snickered audibly when Sinstro walked and the flabby folds of fat of his 
chin and neck bobbed. 

The four kids watched as the Pallies’ were ushered into a cabin with couches on both 
sides and a long window overlooking the deck. The BuffBang agents were placed in the 
hold, while Dimesia, Aiswarya and Sinstro were in another room still handcuffed 
together. 

The Pallies’ pretended not to notice the kids, but Maryam caught Jillson and Jefferson 
glancing at them more than once. When the door to their cabin was closing, Amna was 
sure she saw Jefferson raise his hand for a millisecond as a tiny gesture of farewell. 
Jillson did the same, but disguised it as brushing some hair back from her face. 

And, most surprisingly, but probably by coincidence, Millyania Phosmalli was speaking 
when the door closed. 

“…….we bade farewell……” 

The kids were on the beach again in a few moments. “Look, it looks really cool with the 
sun rising and this massive thing in front of it,” Maryam said, pointing. Sure enough, the 
large sea vessel was lit from behind by the sunrays peeking over the horizon in an 
interesting way. 
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As the ship raised anchor and turned slowly around, churning up great waves, Sweety 
Pie looked over the railing and barked a loud goodbye until they couldn’t make him out 
on the ship anymore. 

“I wonder if the Pallies’ll ever find out that that dog’s a boy,” Danyal mused. 
 

The coast of India 
 

Millyania gave a loud sigh of relief as she hurried down the makeshift stairs and onto 

solid land. “Now, comrades,” she said, back to her normal self, “we’ll take a bit of 

revenge on Ais and Dim.” She gave the two teens a vicious glare. “For all the trouble we 

went through thanks to them.” 

“Yeeeah,” said Martina, pumping her fist. 
 

“Ha!” Dimesia snarled from the ship, where the police had arrived and were talking to 

the army officer. “You’ll see, we’ll be back. It’s not over yet.” 

“Ahahaha!” Martina scoffed. “Really? You think so? You’re not buff. You’re just a skinny 

stick with all of your brain inside that frizz.” 

“Yes,” Ramona acknowledged. “And the hair is technically dead, so your brain’s of no 

use.” 

Jillson reluctantly joined the Pallies’. “Oh yeah, and they’ll put you behind bars. 

Forever!” 

Dimesia’s expression didn’t quite change. She turned around and walked out of sight, 

undisturbed. Aiswarya was too busy unsuccessfully trying to chew her hair to take part 

in the conversation. 

Jefferson was wandering across the port, staring at all the boats, very interested. They 

were dirty ones and clean ones, sleek and elegant ones, short and simple ones. He was 

most interested in a dirty but elegantly built speedboat. 

Thinking about all the adventures he’d had here – an encounter with a fake horse, a 

chase in a flying limo, a stay all by himself in a hotel, being chloroformed, being in a 

cliff, rock-climbing above the waves, almost being shot, dragging former captors across 

marble tiles, riding on a ship and being seasick….. Jefferson decided that this was more 

exciting and fun than anything he’d ever done back home in America. Personally he 

thought that what had happened was exactly like a movie: the bad guys were 

overwhelmed at the last minute and were brought to justice, and some things remained 

undecided, like if the Meryam gang was good or not. And nothing was more attractive 

to him than being the star of the movie (at least according to himself.)
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He took his phone from his pocket and dialed a number. 

“Hi, Jeffer-my-son,” a familiar voice said. “What’s been up?” 

“Yo….Dad? I gotta tell you something.” 

“Go ahead.” 
 

“Yo, Uh ...... I’m….I’m not coming back.” 
 

Millyania got off from the taxi and confidently walked up to the gate of Aiswarya 

Mayank’s house. It was theirs now until they flew back to Pakistan. 

When they went in, (noting that the house was not locked,) the first thing they did was 

sink into the sofas. 

“Come to think of it,” Ramona said thoughtfully, “you know, the Paekistaen government 

is actually good. Better than the Indian one at least.” 

This triggered a chorus of agreement from the rest of the Pallies’. 

“They don’t let kidnappers break into hotels,” Jillson reflected. 

“Even if they are irritating with their outfit choices,” Martina added. 

“Yeah,” Milly said. “And they don’t let kidnappers go, either.” 

“They care if someone goes missing,” Dora joined in. “I mean, that Meryam gang came 

all the way here. For .... ” she hesitated. “um, us.” 

“I can’t believe I almost got shot,” Jillson mused. “Like, actually shot and dead. Pretty 

cool.” 

“Hey,” Mallaphoss growled. “Jeffy has influenced you way too much. Getting shot is not 

cool.” She quaked. “I almost died of fright anyways; he didn’t need to shoot to kill me!” 
 

“Mallaphoss is right,” Millyania huffed, trying to make sure she was still the leader. “I’m 

sorry Jillson, but such rash rock behavior is not tolerated in the Pallies’ Club.” 

“Oh come on, Milly,” Jillson began to roll her eyes but then stopped halfway. “I mean,” 

she said carefully, “we’re just a bunch of… friends… not really a club.” 

“JILLSO—” Millyania yelled, but then stopped. “Whatever.” 
 

“Ha!” Martina sneered. “Jilly missy her big beefy brothy, eh? Try to be big rocky rocky 

just like big beefy brothy?” 
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“That’s enough. We can agree on one thing. The truth is bitter,” Ramona declared in an 

authoritative tone, causing Milly to narrow her eyes. “We have to admit that we’re alive 

thanks to the Meryam gang. Even though – even though we, um, still hate them.” 

And the rest of the Pallies’, though grudgingly, had to agree. 
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Epilogue 
The plane picked up speed as it taxied down the runway. In a few minutes, it took off 
into the air. 

From her window seat in the back of the plane, Maryam Salman looked down at the 
crowded city of New Delhi. 

“Well, that went well,” Zaytunah, in the seat next to her, said. “We won’t be hearing 
from the Pallies’ for a long time yet.” 

Amna, in the third seat and next to the aisle, spoke. “I’m not sure about that. They’re 
coming back to Islamabad because they realized they don’t feel nearly as safe as there, 
and they’re through with staying in hotel rooms - their last memory of one came before 
nearly being shot. In fact we can’t be sure about anything. The Pallies’ are too 
unpredictable.” 

“But they won’t irritate us when we saved their lives,” Zaytunah pointed out. “They’ll 
probably sit around quietly.” 

“Maybe,” Amna said. “But I’m certain Sinstro, Aiswarya and Miss frizz-head’ll be back 
soon. The Indians won’t jail them for too long.” 

Maryam thought for a minute. “Actually, there’s one thing for sure,” she said. “Which 
sums it all up, really.” 

“There is?” Amna asked skeptically. 

Maryam nodded. 

“It’s not over yet.” 
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Glossary 
Here is a translation of the unknown language words/sentences I used. (Do not use 
Google Translate.) Words like in and can don’t need to be translated (obviously). 

Unknown language English 

Progressus Progress 

Operationem Operation 

Larva Mask 

Destruam Pull down 

Ex te Your 

Licuit Alright 

Vos oblitus? You forgot? 

Reduc illas Bring them back 

Vos can operor officium You can do the job 

Bene OK 

Iam quid? Now what? 

Ad impetro illis. Nunc. Go get them. Now. 

Quando pervenitur? When do we reach? 

Manere Wait 

Mendax Liar 

Illic There’s 

Quod The 

Insulam Island 

Quod non est That is not 

Vivamus! Airplane! 

Vigilate de! Watch out! 

Ego dixi vobis I told you 

Est stultius She’s stupid 
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Ne femina illa mur - est Not he - she. 

Canem Dog 

Eligere bonum. Good choice. 

Ubi canis? Where’s the dog? 

Disparuit Disappeared 

Perniciosum No harm done 

Non facies Can’t do 

Ullum damnum Any damage 

Quod iustum est That’s right 

Laborare! To work! 

Mors Death 
 

Venient in Come in 

 
 

Pronounciation of some names 
I know that the villains’ names are probably mostly those that you’ve never read. (The 

ones with asterisks [*] in front of them are ones we did not make up ourselves). 
 

Name Pronunciation 
Millyania Milli-aa-niya 

Phossmalli Phos-maal-lee 

Gur Ump Grump 

Exx Plowrer Explorer 

Mallaphoss Mall-aa-phose 

Aiswarya * Esh-war-ya 

Dimesia Dim-ee-siya 

Sinstro Sins-tro 

Vincenzo * Vin-sen-zo 
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Notes 
 
I like to think that my books are set halfway between reality and fiction. I try to keep 
them realistic enough in the sense that the stories could actually happen – there is 
nothing fantastical about them. But since reality in the present form would not 
accommodate it, I tweak it to make space for my characters. 
 
The story is set in Islamabad. That is where I live and it is the capital of Pakistan; but in 
the story it is a small town with a river, which is nowhere near reality. Silver Oaks is a real 
building; but it is a block of apartments, not a hotel. F-9 Park exists, but there is no 
amusement park there. Red Apple is in Karachi, not Islamabad (but there one of its walls 
does consist entirely of glass.) Perhaps the one real thing is that Tehzeeb is not very far 
from Silver Oaks.  
 
To be honest I have never been very original with names. Amna is older than me in the 
sense that she is my elder sister’s character. Zaytunah and Maryam are the names of my 
friends. Martina and Jillson are names I liked from Trenton Lee Stewarts’ The 
Mysterious Benedict Society series (I absolutely love those books, by the way, and they 
were in kind a motivation for me to write), and the fact that I used those names is not one 
I am proud of. But well, I hope I don’t get a copyright strike for that.  
 
I hope you enjoyed this book! 
 
Wassalaam! 
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Read the prequel to Sinister Business! 

 
 

Double Trouble! 

Amna Akmal wasn’t expecting a big adventure when her cousin Maryam showed her a 

flyer for a gymkhana. However, it turns out that their adversaries, the members of the 

Pallies’ Club, are also coming! The gymkhana comes before a kidnapping followed up 

with a chase in a luxury helicopter and a flying limousine. It’s up to the kids to escape 

and put the Pallies’ to justice. Illustrated, 60 pages. 

And coming soon…. 
 

It’s not over yet 

Stay tuned! The sequel to this book. 

You can also read Double Trouble! online, at: https://hanaa.home.blog/books/ 

https://hanaa.home.blog/books/
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No one was expecting 

the unexpected. 

The Pallies’ thought they could get away scot-free 

every time. Nope, not now! To put an end to this 

mischief, the Pallies’ are being dealt with more 

harshly now. They can’t stand it, and they’ve 

decided to run – at last. 

But that doesn’t mean it’s the last we’ve seen of 

them…there is still no rest for Maryam, Amna 

and Zaytunah! Follow the trio hot on the trail, 

from the Pallies’ lawn, to Hotel Jai Abhinandan, 

to a deserted island, and fights and flights in 

between. 

Nobody knows what’s in store for them. But it’s 

something the likes of which they’ve never 

encountered before. It’s something sinister. 

Something very sinister indeed. 
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